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► Common Hindrances
To the Editor:
The article authored by Mr. Ronald
E. Myers, "Performance Review of
Capital Expenditures" (December
1966), is directed to the most neglected aspects of capital expenditure
planning and control.
There appears to be a general recognition of the need to follow up. This
is not to suggest, of course, that every
project, no matter how small the expenditure, should receive a periodic
review during its entire lifetime. However, actual work in this area, though
increasing, still tends to lag behind
other developments in the planning
and control of capital expenditures.
There are several common hindrances to effective performance review (follow -up) procedures. Included are:
1. Administrative cost.
2. Failure of the accounting information system to yield needed
information.
3. Difficulty in quantifying the results of certain types of investments.
4. Failure to formalize follow -up
procedures.
5. Lack of qualified personnel.
6. Problems in identifying who
should perform the performance review.

7. Difficulty of comparing results.
These difficulties arise from inconsistencies of technique and
application (a) in different segments of the organization, and
(b) as between the pre- expenditure and post - expenditure evaluation procedures.
8. Resentment of those being audited.
Control presupposes a plan. Likewise, effective administration demands that the plan be accompanied
by a compatible balance of control
through performance review.
Milton F. Usry
Professor of Accounting
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Okla.
► An Opposite Conclusion
To the Editor:
In the article "Full Costing in the
Oil and Gas Producing Industry"
(January 1967), Messrs. Finnell,
Ayer and Harris express the conclusion that the use of full cost accounting for oil and gas producers better
serves management, investors, and
interested third parties. When submitted to analysis, the article and
related illustrations do not appear to
support such conclusion.
The authors cite three purported
advantages of full cost accounting in
relation to conventional more con (Continued on page 64)
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Canons for Line of Business Reporting
By O SW ALD NI ELS EN
high interest among accountants in line of business reporting emanates from two major
sources.
Out of the Senate Anti -Trust Hearings
in 1965 came the observation that economically concentrated conglomerate
companies are disposed to report through
the media of consolidated statements.
The setting from which this observation
stems implies a concealment of fact by
this method of reporting. Such concealment is presumed to be the result of offsetting multiple line gains and losses or
big gains and little gains in such a manner as to obscure individual line profitabilities.
This concern is followed with a statement by Manuel Cohen, Chairman of
the Securities and Exchange Commission, in Denver in July of 1966 and repeated with strong emphasis in his address at the annual meeting of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in October 1966. These remarks identified the interest of the Securities and Exchange Commission with
line of business reporting with an assumed need to obtain cogent information regarding the segments in which
much of business finds itself. This is an
interest emanating from the diversifica-

C

URRENTLY

tion of activities of many business firms,
much of which has been accomplished
by the acquisition of other companies.
This position of the Securities and Exchange Commission, which seems to
have been an outgrowth of the Senate
hearings in 1965 (see Joseph B. Lanterman in the Financial Executive, December 1966, p. 42) has a following with
those financial analysts who believe the
possessing of segmented information will
enable them better to serve those investors who are their clients (see Morton
Backer in the Financial Executive, December 1966, p. 54)
Institutional Factors
Even this heightened interest is met
with certain wistfulness, despite the prestigious bolstering which it has enjoyed.
Much of the concern relates to institutional factors. Important among these
are strategic considerations. Along with
segmentation of reporting comes the risk
of disclosing classified information. Also,
strategic is the danger of betrayal of secrets to competitors, a risk which L.
Keith Goodrich believes to be overrated
(Financial Executive, December 1966,
p. 16).
Another concern is seen in the shifting
significance of lines of business. As is
indicated in more detail later this is not
what is encompassed in the basic concern of stability in segmentation itself.

DR. OSWALD NIELSEN, CPA, San Francisco Chapter
(Minneapolis 1944), is a Professor of Accounting in the Stanford Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. A graduate of the University of Chicago, Professor Nielsen holds a Ph.D. degree in economics from the
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. He has published extensively in business and professional journals. Professor Nielsen was awarded an NAA Certificate of Merit for
this paper (in 1966 -67).
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Actually, shifting significance of lines of
business is one situation which requires
measurement and disclosure.
A third institutional problem deals
with the diversity of accounting practices. Where operations of conglomerate
companies are multi- national it is true
that significant and troublesome varieties
of accounting practices are involved.
Even within the United States itself,
there is a variety of accounting practices
that persists despite accountants' efforts
to achieve uniformity.
The differences may stem from the
distinctive elements of the cultural backgrounds of peoples in the multiple nations involved in international accounting. Within the United States variations
in accounting come about partly from
requirements of an array of Federal and
state regulatory agencies. In part they
also result from the voluntary choices of
individual managements and accountants to reflect what goes on in businesses.
These institutional problems, although
real, do not appear as insurmountable,
either through moves toward uniformity
or, where this is precluded, toward reconcilition of diversities by reduction of
information to a common basis.
A further comment about variations
in accounting practices is appropriate.
As much as differences may be deplored for line of business reporting,
they constitute threats to the meaningful
presentation of consolidated statements
as well. That is, if diversity of practice is
harmful for conglomerate reporting, it is
equally harmful for consolidated reporting. For this reason also the institutional
factor of diversity should not be considered as a specific obstacle to reporting
for segments of conglomerates but rather as a problem relative to all accounting. In addition, Leopold Schachner suggests (J ournal of Ac c ountancy , April
1967, p. 50) that segmented reporting
may disclose any differences in accounting followed by various product lines.
Another institutional problem exists
because integration of business activity
is not always clearly identified as strictly

vertical or entirely horizontal. This may
be illustrated by the case of Cutter Laboratories in Berkeley, California. For
many years it has produced what might
be considered as the two distinct lines
of human and animal biologicals. Some
years ago it absorbed a compa ny t hat
produced plastic products. At that time
this move was explained to me as a
means of having a controlled source of
supply for its own containers, thus being
ostensibly a vertical integration of lines
of business. In the center spread of Cutter's latest annual report is a pictorial
list of the "diversity of products" offered
to the public. Now in addition to the two
lines of biologicals (at least thus classified market - outletwise) are a number of
plastic products for hospital and sick
room use, which range, as this display
indicates, from "heart valves —to swizzle sticks."
Some Conceptual Problems
In addition to these institutional matters for concern are certain characteristics of data that dampen the desire to
obtain sales and profits by lines of business. Some of these apply to sales. In the
case of vertically integrated lines of business, sales figures may not be valid indicators of the revenue capabilities of the
series of business segments. This is true
even if some sales in the vertical chain
go outside the family of businesses, since
it does not necessarily follow that the
amount received from outlets is a true
indicator of what price might have been
obtained for the entire lot. In any situation where intra- company transfer pricing is involved it is almost impossible to
arrive at an arm's - length sales figure.
Then there are the much discussed
problems related to general overhead
and its allocation. For many years accountants have sought a means of allocating such joint costs to the several elements of business to which they relate.
Since no conceptually perfect basis for
joint cost allocation has been developed,
this is cited as one obstacle to meaningful expression of net income by individual lines of business.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

the various lines of business. Assume,
however, that integration is vertical or at
It is despite the reality of these instileast quasi- vertical. Here management
tutional and conceptual problems that
may use some combination of a couple
we have the expressed desire for external
of approaches to determine the signifireporting by the conglomerate firm of
cance of sales. For the sales that occur
sales and profits by lines of business. internally a make -or -buy analysis may be
Certain writers in accounting periodicals
used to determine the value of internally
have leaned so far as to assume that
used output. Such an analysis will be in
business line reporting might even be
terms of cost savings, arrived at by comdownright misleading. At least one might
paring contemplated purchase price with
agree that such reporting would reflect
those costs incurred incrementally to
in various degrees the deficiencies sumachieve internal production. This is a
marized above.
quantitative determination made aside
Still, despite these deficiencies, man- from such considerations as control over
agements have developed techniques for supply and quality.
making analyses that have relevance for
Another approach sometimes taken in
internal planning and control. Although the situation of quasi- vertical integration
the information generated by these anal- is to determine the extent to which outyses lacks accuracy it nevertheless is ex- side sales meet the incremental costs of
tremely useful for internal decision mak- operating the producing division, once
inl; and control (Albert J. Bows, Jr. in the decision has been made to control
th(; Journal of Accountancy, December manufacture in preference to outside
1966, pp. 35 -36).
purchase. In certain respects this is simiReluctance to disseminate the same lar to long accepted concepts of sales of
data for public use results partly from by- products as relief to the cost of prorecognition of their deficiencies. What- duction of main products.
ever these deficiencies may be, it seems
With respect to joint costs several apreasonable that if management finds seg- proaches may be involved to some demented information useful for internal gree or other. First may be considered
purposes, it can also be presumed supe- the level of absorption. One possible aprior to some of the offhand breakdowns proach involves the classification of fixed
of data that investors may generate with- costs into "divisible" and "indivisible"
out the intimate knowledge possessed by categories. An illustration used by Gorinternal managements and their support- don Shillinglaw (Journal of Accounting
ing accountants. Generally, for example, Research, Spring 1963, pp. 75 -76) inaccountants' allocations of joint costs volves depreciation on a battery of macan be presumed more meaningful than chines. If volume of activity-changes so
those accomplished by outsiders for their that a different number of machines are
own personal uses. Because of the utility needed, then depreciation also changes.
of these data to internal managements In such situations changes in production
and the presumption that the same infor- can be identified with changes in overmation is good for outsiders as investors, head. Changes of this sort may be short it may be useful to examine some of the run and identifiable with relatively small
basic considerations involved in internal and sudden changes in production. As
Shillinglaw points out, similar qualities
analysis.
of divisibility are possible "if the volume
Basic Analytical Considerations
increment is large enough and the time
Take the matter of internal analyses horizon is long enough." In this sense,
of sales. In the case of purely horizon- then, fixed overhead may be identified
tally integrated companies, sales figures with line of business activity on an increare meaningful in that they indicate how mental cost basis, when the level of fixed
the outside public accepts the outputs of cost varies with the addition of new lines.
Underlying Reasoning
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A simple expedient, long followed for
managerial purposes, is what might be
designated as by- product absorption. In
this type of analysis managements determine the sales yield of secondary products in excess of the direct costs involved
in placing them on the market. Such excesses are considered to be the general
overhead absorbing capabilities of such
products.
This approach is much the same as
that suggested for sales in the quasi -vertical integration described above. In addition, it is an approach by which management indicates that the by- product
is not the significant focus for analysis,
but that other products should receive
the emphasis.
It is true that to the extent this reasoning applies to by- products, it may be assumed that distinct segments of business
are not involved. However, the processing of by- products to a saleable state, in
itself may be considered as a distinct line
of business.
Furthermore, separate activities may
be added that will involve the same relationship to general overhead. An illustration that comes readily to mind involves a packager and distributor of popular priced candies. Included with the
sale of a package of candies is a coupon
"entitling" the purchaser to order a pair
of nylon hosiery at an announced offer
price. This offer price, which exceeds
what the candy man pays for the hosiery,
helps absorb general overhead. Thus the
hosiery merchandising, a separate activity, becomes a relief for the main activity, the processing and distribution of
candies. If this sort of activity is engaged
in, for example, by an electric and gas
utility, that markets and installs appliances through a merchandising division,
the main consideration is what such activity does for that part of the business
involved in electric and gas distribution,
not only from the standpoint of absorbing overhead, but additionally with respect to what may be done to help sales
of gas and electricity.
A third approach to general overhead

is what might be designated as seasonal
absorption. Certain business combinations have resulted from decisions to
even out seasonal fluctuations. Thus one
company acquired both a lawn mower
subsidiary and one making oil well drilling equipment, both with peaks of activity occurring at different times during
the year. As the operations of these elements become strictly seasonal, management will tend to ascribe general overhead to the seasons of divisional activity,
because this was the reason for acquiring subsidiaries with divergent activities.
Accounting measurement would be oriented to determine the extent to which
this has been accomplished, a practical
reason for applying seasonal absorption
techniques.
An approach more difficult than any
of those mentioned above arises where
concurrent absorption is involved. In
these situations managerial analyses can
best be made on the basis of long -run
and short -run considerations. In the long
time spans all overhead becomes a direct
cost and can be approximated for the
various lines of activity on an incremental cost basis, thus enabling a reporting
on a full costing basis. This, of course,
means that both sales and net income
can be reported meaningfully by lines of
business. In the short -run, however, the
incremental approach cannot apply to
general indivisible overhead. Therefore,
the soundest reporting would be of sales
and contribution margins, rather than
net income, by lines of business.
In these considerations with respect
to allocation of general overhead, attention may gravitate toward expenses of
an overall administrative nature. To the
extent that overhead is of such a general
nature the absorption problems discussed above have general relevance.
Certain other common costs may be
viewed differently in making managerial
decisions.
A cost which in one sense is common
to the entire business operation is that
incurred for research and development,
especially that portion which is incurred
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

before research arrives at the stage enough to enable the studying of such
where cost is directed to the perfection changes. The important consideration is
of a specific accomplishment. One view to find the focal points for such classifiof such costs is that all of the general cation. In the case of advertising and
ones, especially those incurred for fail- other sales efforts, stable classification
ures, are for the purpose of obtaining the may be in terms of markets served. In
successes. But management may go even other situations productive facilities may
further in this case. Although it recog- be the basis for achieving stable segnizes the possibility of partial successes mentation.
it is not inclined to identify costs of
The discussion thus far relates to the
failures with specific successes. To every assumption that reporting by lines of
extent possible the direct costs of failures business discloses information of value
will be treated as general costs not identi- to outside users, notably investors. Prefied with any specified line of business. sumably they can make better decisions
This in effect treats costs of failures as with segmented information than withsunk costs, which have no relevance for out it. An attempt has been made to
future decisions.
give due recognition to the merits of
In the case of financing charges it segmented reporting. Still there remains
does not follow that the cost of a loan something to be expressed about commade applies to that line of activity bined reporting. By showing the comwhich stimulated the making of the bined results of a multiple set of activiloan. However, in the decision process ties, the effectiveness of their alliance
management may have anticipated a de- may be indicated. Some businesses may
sired level of return on investment. This do better allied than segregated. Comdesired level essentially will be an op- bined reporting enables the reporting
portunity cost. If this is good for mak- of the effect of such factors as control
ing managerial decisions it might also over sources of supply, quality control,
be the best information that can be made and timing of deliveries, none of which
lends itself readily to quantitative analavailable to investors.
ysis, at least by lines of business.
An interesting situation is involved in
the allocation of losses carried forward Summary
In this discussion an attempt has been
in the operation of the income tax. In
the long run loss carryovers are not made to indicate the background for
allocable to lines of activity. However, currently stimulated interest in reportit is possible that current decisions in- ing by lines of business. Concerns about
volve the capacity of proposed activities the fruitfulness of such reporting have
to utilize loss carryovers. Such short- been highlighted in terms of traditional
run identifications of loss carryovers standards for external reporting.
with specific lines of business would be
A suggestion also has been made that
relevant disclosures to investors. How - some of the approaches recognized as
ever, long -run identifications of this useful for internal management might
sort lack significance.
better serve general readers and outside
In addition to these matters is the users than do some of the impressions
question of stability of segmentation. It they personally might make with respect
has been suggested that reporting by to combined reporting for separate lines
lines of business may be undesirable be- of business. At the same time, attention
cause lines of business change in relative has been directed to the fact that for
significance. Certainly one aspect of re- certain aspects of business, especially
porting by elements of conglomerates is those that do not lend themselves readily
to disclose these shifts in significance. to quantitative appraisal, there might
However, in order to accomplish this the be more gained by combined than by
various lines must be identified clearly separate reporting.
AUGUST1967

Information Needs for Competing Companies
B y R E E D S. SPIEGEL

there has been a
sophisticated "survival of the fittest"
aspect to the economic climate in the
United States. This environment makes
it increasingly important for companies
to accurately define their competition in
its entirety and to have as much knowledge as possible on competition developments.
On the one hand, companies are being faced with increasing costs for raw
materials, supplies, and services in addition to annual hikes in the cost of
labor. On the other hand, major companies, primarily those in basic industries, are being encouraged by the Federal Government to maintain relatively
constant price levels for their products.
The resultant cost /price squeeze gives
added incentive to companies to use
every ethical tool they can muster to
maintain or improve their positions.
N RECENT YEARS

I

The Name of the Game
On the surface, it appears inordinately
simple for a company to answer the
question: "What is our business ?" In
reality, however, the cumulative effect
of the gradual changes taking place
through time may be a transition to a

different type of business. Since this is
a very basic question, it should be asked
with seasoned regularity.
To cite an example: Whe n IBM redefined its business to that of a processor
of information, instead of a manufacturer of business machines, it opened up
the gates for the growth of the entire
industry which it now leads. If IBM had
not "discovered itself," it is conceivable
that its stature today would be much less
prominent.
An examination of the Brunswick
Corporation illustrates what can happen
when a company inaccurately defines its
business. In 1961 this company's business was heavily weighted toward the
manufacture and sale of automatic pin setters for bowling alleys. Its reported
results for 1961, in terms of sales and
profits, were new highs. The bowling
boom collapsed after 1961 and Brunswick received the impact in the form
of a sizeable aggregate loss during the
four -year period 1962 -1965. The 1966
annual report to stockholders indicates
that the "name of the game" has essentially been changed to the manufacture
and sale of leisure -time products. This
self - realization a few years ago might
have proven invaluable.
What happened within IBM and
Brunswick are examples of the impor-

REED S. SPIEGEL, Lancaster Ch a pte r 1 9 66 , is Ch ief Co rporate Accoun tant, Armstro ng Cork Co mp a n y , Lancaster,
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tance of companies knowing "what they
are about" and "where they are going"
if they are to take the effective action
necessary to meet the competition of
today and tomorrow.
Types of Competitors
lJnder normal conditions there are
really only two types of competitors:
allied and functional. Those categorized
as allied competitors manufacture and/
or sell products of a similar nature to
fill the same need. For example, Continental Can and American Can Company are primarily engaged in the manufacture and sale of metal cans.
Companies that compete in a functional manner fill a basically similar
marketing need, through the use of dissimilar manufacturing components. An
example of functional competition is the
production of metal containers by Continental Can and the manufacture of
glass containers by Owens - Illinois.
Most companies watch their traditional allied competitors most closely,
because they feel that these rivals have
the greatest direct influence on their
own operation. Furthermore, it is easier
to obtain knowledge on the allied type
of competitor. By way of illustration,
allied competitors very frequently will
purchase their raw materials, supplies
and services from the same sources;
they often buy their manufacturing facilities from the same capital goods
manufacturers; they frequently distribute their products through the same
channels; they contact the same customers; they usually belong to the same
trade associations. Astute businessmen,
quite naturally, use these common
sources to compile significant data on
the operations of their allied competitors.
There is a tendency, on the other
hand, to overlook the functional competitors, even though these competitors
may actually pose the more serious
threat to the status of individual firms
and, in fact, to the well -being of the
entire industry. The functional comAUGUST 1967

petitor can really provide a "detrimental
surprise" impact. One example is the
introduction of the nonreturnable beer
bottle by the glass container industry
and its effect on the metal can production for the same end use. Had the can
manufacturers been more cognizant of
product developments by their functional competitors, it is conceivable that
they could have developed and introduced a superior product to thwart the
impact of nonreturnable glass containers.
Companies do not have the same
ready -made channels of information on
their functional competitors that they
have on their allied competitors: There
usually are few common suppliers of
significant materials; a minimum of
comparability in the use of capital
goods; separate trade associations. There
may be common customers, e.g., most
breweries utilize both metal cans and
glass bottles, but even this source of
insight is frequently not present. The
difficulty of obtaining information on
functional competitors makes it even
more important for companies to actively seek added information on these
competitors if they are to avoid a detrimental surprise.
Noncompetitive Companies
Companies should not be satisfied
merely keeping abreast of happenings
within the corporate structures of their
recognized competitors. There are categories of noncompetitive companies that
also deserve considerable attention.
The progress of a company's major
customers and suppliers should be of
more than passing interest to the company. The economic health of a major
customer is of obvious importance, for
without the customer there is no business. This is illustrated by the effect of
one company on the aggregate record
of 468 corporations included in a Wall
Street Journal survey of earnings performance in the first quarter of 1967.
Composite earnings in 1967 for the entire group were down nine percent from

Sea of Information
Companies that are committed to the
study and surveillance of competitive
and certain noncompetitive companies
find it necessary to utilize the information that is readily at hand and, at the
same time, to explore for any information that is less readily available. For
publicly held companies, much information, or course, is available through
financial publications and annual re10

ports to stockholders. Dun & Bradstreet
reports are helpful in obtaining information on private firms as well as those
that are publicly held. Another source
of information, especially on an industry -wide basis, is the data prepared and
published by governmental agencies
such as the U.S. Department of Commerce and the Federal Trade Commission. Trade journals are also worthy of
note as being a valuable tool in the
gleaning of data on the happenings
within an industry.
The aforementioned sources of information will provide basic current insight on the major developments within
other companies from the standpoint
of financial results, expansion, price increases, etc. Most of this information,
however, concerns data that the subject companies
released to the public or to the industry; consequently, its
value may be lessened for use by other
firms due to its untimeliness. For this
reason, it is extremely important for a
company to pay attention to more than
just the accessible printed word. Trade
conventions should be attended by company representatives, as should business
conferences sponsored by organizations
such as the National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., the American Management Association and the National
Association of Accountants. Competitive catalogs and competitive products —
both allied and functional — should be
purchased and analyzed objectively by
qualified personnel in order to discern,
as closely as possible, the attributes and
the shortcomings of the opposition. To
do less than this could prove to be a
costly mistake.
want

the comparable 1966 period; however,
when the General Motors decline of 34
percent is excluded, the remaining 467
firms are only five percent below the
1966 total. The General Motors impact
on this survey is clear. It follows that
the suppliers of the steel, aluminum,
gaskets, etc., that go into General Motors automobiles are vitally concerned
with their automobile production quantities and schedules.
Likewise, it is important to have consistent sources of supply. This status can
be maintained only through suppliers
that enjoy a healthy state of affairs. A
company's interest in its customers and
suppliers differs from its interest in competing companies; nevertheless, in both
cases it is very important to be aware
of developments occurring within these
companies that can materially affect the
company's own business health.
The new product developments being
innovated by others firms generate another vital reason for companies to
cultivate a genuine interest in noncompetitive companies. A chemical company, for instance, may develop a new
substance that can be used for a multitude of as yet undefined purposes. Those
companies that test new materials and
employ them to their early advantage in
their own product lines are, generally
speaking, the companies that reap the
largest financial rewards from the new
development. By knowing about major
developments within other industries,
a company can analyze such developments for possible uses and benefits
within its own business.

Financial Analysis
Accolades are awarded in any competitive undertaking on the basis of performance, which by itself should be an
incentive for managers to evaluate
their financial results in the light of those
being achieved by the competition. Companies may also compare their results
with those of a number of generally
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

accepted "well- managed" companies
from noncompetitive industries in order to further improve their perspective
for future action.
The comparisons that are necessary
will require the conversion of financial
results into equivalent indicators such
as return on investment (R.O.I.), return on stockholders' equity and /or return on sales. Companies taking this step
with regularity are in an improved position to evaluate the performance of
their past plans and policies and, concurrently, to take steps to improve future results.
The development of equivalent indicators for other firms, such as R.O.I.,
is not an easy task. Companies release
financial information that is purported
to have the same general meaning; however, various problems are met in varying ways by different companies. Also,
adequate disclosures is frequently not
granted by other firms, be they competitors or noncompetitors, as to their
policy treatment of the integral portions
of the released data.
Some of the difficulties encountered
in evaluating firms in terms of equivalent indicators are highlighted below.
Academicians, organizations and governmental agencies are striving to obtain standardization of financial reporting. Until standardization is achieved,
there is no ethical solution available to
obtain information on those items on
which disclosure is absent. Each of the
items below, nevertheless, should be
considered in making an evaluation.
Distortions in Financial Results. Prior
to the December 1966 issuance of Bulletin 10 by the Accounting Principles
Board of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Federal
income tax liability, as an example,
could be listed purely as a liability on
the balance sheet or it could be offset by
U.S. Treasury Securities from the current assets.
Use of Deferrals. The recording of
accelerated depreciation and the advent
of the investment credit present a wide
AUGUST1967

latitude for accounting interpretation.
Whether the benefits of these two items
are wholly deferred, partially deferred,
or currently taken into profit, can have
a significant effect on reported results.
Nonrecurring Gains or Losses. It is
necessary to negate the effect of major
deviations to profit that materially distort the financial results from operations.
Level of Consolidation. Financial reporting only on the basis of worldwide
operations hampers comparability with
a company that reports only its domestic
results.
Operating Policies. T o illustrate, the
maintenance and depreciation policies
of a firm can have a sizeable impact on
both the reported profits and the financial condition.
Diversification of Product Line. In
only rare situations do two companies
produce the same line of products. Even
when they do, it is impossible for another company's analyst to "pick and
choose" the financial results on the specific commodity lines of interest unless
this information is voluntarily furnished
by the firm being. analyzed.
Record Keeping
Once a company decides to collect
and analyze the various bits of information obtained on competing companies,
selected noncompetitors and other industries, it becomes essential to maintain this data in some orderly fashion
The memory capacity of man, unfortunately, is a mechanism subject to considerable error; consequently, any system that is adopted should contain the
data in written form.
It is suggested that the information
be separated into two distinct groups
and filed as such: one file by company
and /or industry containing all the relevant financial data, and a similar file
containing nonfinancial information.
Since the nonfinancial file will probably
contain pieces of information that the
company will want to guard closely,
e.g., the findings of a test conducted on
the merits and demerits of a competi11

tor's product, it should be located in, or
near, the offices of the operating executives.
The Forward Look
What about tomorrow? The management accountant can no longer be satisfied with the traditional function of following developments within firms closely
associated to his company's specific interests, i.e., competition, customers and
suppliers.
"Look over your shoulde r!" The future will almost certainly include some
competition from firms that are not in
the present -day picture. This situation
will occur due to any or all of three
factors: (1) technological product developments by other companies, (2)
diversification by the company itself
into entirely new fields of endeavor, (3 )
the entrance into the present competition of firms presently outside the allied
and functional industries.
Of these possibilities for the future,
item (2) poses little problem since a
company presumably will analyze a new
industry in depth before entering it.
Item (3), also, should cause little concern because a firm entering a new field
will normally not be an immediate major
factor in the industry, unless, of course,
the entrance is gained via the merger
route.
Item (1) , the development of competitive products due to technological
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advances, poses enormous challenges to
a company since this competition
"springs up" from almost any direction.
Consider the impact when du Pont
thrust its "Corfam" into the traditional
leather shoe market. Focus on the revolution in the copying machines business
due to the Xerox introduction of the
"electrostatic process." Relate the development of the transistor into its
meaning to the vacuum tube manufacturer. In each case, the effect is strikingly obvious.
It is well -nigh impossible or uneconomical to keep tabs on all the companies that might prove to be future
competitors. This makes it all the more
important to become as informed as
possible on the developments within
other industries and then to sift the
information for important bits of data
that might be of significance.
Waiting for things to happen and
making things happen are two entirely
different things. In today's fast - moving
industrial climate it is increasingly important for a company to make things
happen. For a company to control its
own destiny; however, it is necessary to
be keenly aware of what is going on all
around it. A company that is negligent
in obtaining information on progress
within other companies — especially its
competitors, whoever they may be in
the future —is operating at a dangerous
disadvantage when compared to those
firms that do analyze and use such data.
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Are There Real -Time Financial Statements
in Your Future?
B y IIOBERT L. SHULTIS

F I R S T O F T H E month and lights
burn late in accounting departments
across the land. The ink- stained wretches
who work there sweat mightily to complete the monthly closing ... to publish
the monthly financial statements before
they become little more than history.
A familiar scene? A common occurrence? Yes, it certainly is. It is one with
which any accountant is well acquainted.
As individuals and as groups we find the
problem an ever - present, ever - pressing
one:. Accounting seminars yield valuable
tips on how to reduce the time between
the close of the period and the date the
financial statements are published. Accounting literature is replete with good
advice on the same subject. Yet the
problem remains and the midnight oil
still burns.
Is it necessary? Must we continue to
pile. up the overtime each month to
meet our all- too -long deadlines? Why
must management wait until the end of
the month to find out how its company
has done? Isn't there a better way?
Recent advances in computer hard-

T

HE

ware have made technically possible far
greater accomplishments than most companies have reported to date:
1. Increased availability, flexibility and
speed of random access devices encourage greater use of fast response
files.
2. Greater concentration by computer
manufacturers on small scale equipment should put the power of EDP
systems within the range of all but
the smallest organizations.
3. Larger memories at lower cost per
unit on second and third generation
equipment should allow EDP planners ever wider scope for their programs. Canning cites a growth factor of 1.0,000 in just over ten years'
time in on -line memories, with an
almost equivalent decrease in cost
per memory unit.'
Why haven't accountants, programmers and systems analysts combined
their skills to solve some of the problems we accountants face? Why don't
we have more "real- time" financial statements?
Although it is now in common use,
"real- time" means many things to many
' Richard G. Canning, EDP Analyzer, Canning
Publications, Vista, California, November 1966,
p. 3.
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people. To generalize, we might say Roadblocks to a Successful Project
that a real -time system is one in which
Problems there'll be, of course. And
the data files are updated as each transroadblocks, too. We encounter problems
action, regardless of type, passes through
when we launch any new projects. But
the system. Management, upon inquiry,
we expect them and we can solve them
has access to any data in the file when
— provided the roadblocks are removed.
they need it. Such a system will also
Unless we do dispose of these roadnotify line operations and management
blocks, however, no amount of effort
of out -of -line conditions almost immedispent on specific problems will result
ately.
in an effective system.
For example, most major airlines now
Why call them roadblocks? Because
have real -time seat reservations systems.
The airlines seat inventory is updated what we're talking about here are questions of attitude and emotion. Reason
as each reservation or cancellation,
keyed in through remote input or output and sound thinking solve technical probterminals, passes through the system. lems. Rarely do they work on roadFrom these same terminals, reservation blocks such as those mentioned below.
From what published reports tell us,
clerks can inquire as to the seat inventory on any flight scheduled over the these roadblocks are endemic with most
next several months. Recent reports in- computer installations. They keep mandicate that many airlines are combining agement from reaping the full benefits
their real -time systems so that they can of the powerful, sophisticated data procoffer their customers alternate routings essing equipment presently available —
if they have no seats available them- not just in terms of financial statements,
but in all areas. And, the blame rests
selves.
Many banks now have real -time de- with management itself ...both general
posit and withdrawal systems. This is management and accounting manageparticularly true of savings banks. ment.
Chief among the roadblocks to sucAgain, remote input and output terminals located at tellers windows are the cessful computer installations is the conkey to these systems. They are not, how- tinued la ck o f t o p m a n a g e m e n t i n t e r e s t
ever, necessary for all real -time systems. a n d d ire c tio n . Here is probably the
How quickly and in what manner the most powerful management tool to appear on the horizon in decades, yet
data file is updated is the true key.
many
—in fact, most — presidents, conApplied to financial statements this
would mean that a real -time system up- trollers and so on still look upon the
dates each appropriate account on the computers as a souped -up accounting
"books" as any transaction passes machine, and little else.
Many managements still delegate the
through the system. Then, any time
management so desires, it can obtain pla nn ing , as well as the operation, of
the status of a particular account, or of EDP systems to the D/P manager, the
a cost center, or of the compan y as a systems man or the programmer. Only
whole by inquiring into the on -line data management itself can remove this roadfile which represents the general ledger. block. When it comes to computers,
Financial statements become the op- management will have to stop "letting
erating tools management needs, not the George do it" and accept its responsihistorical documents management gets. bilities.
Obviously, developing the system to
A second roadblock can be laid at
furnish such reports is not simple. Other- the feet of management as well. Rarely
wise more companies would be benefit- do they assign, as senior project leader,
ing from real -time financial statements an individual who is fully conversant
than is now the case.
with both sides of the question. Both
14
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sides? Yes, the EDP side and the nonEDP side. Such a man must have more
than a nodding acquaintance with what
a computer can do. He must also know
his company, its policies, its tribal customs, its objectives —at least as it pertains to the project under study.
Obviously, if the project concerns
real -time financial statements, the project leader must be thoroughly familiar
with the company's accounting policies
and. system. He must also know what
the computer is all about. He must know
what EDP programs are currently operational which affect the accounting
area —what they can do and, in general,
how they do it.
Is such a man easy to find? No, he is
not! The company may have to develop
hint. He is probably presently a member of accounting management. And
he is going to have to learn EDP —not
only the names of the b lack boxe s or
some of the technical jargon, but also
the philosophy of systems that is basic
to the project effort; and the capacities
and capabilities of the equipment and
of the systems group.
It will be up to him to overcome the
third major roadblock — little or no intermixing of disciplines. The chef must
crack the egg shells to make an omelet.
The project leader must crack the shells
on accountants, systems men, programmers, and management, to prepare the
real -time financial statement omelet. The
shells won't break by themselves. Someone has got to do it.
Details of any major effort such as
this will vary from company to company. Small closely -knit organizations
may find their problems less complex
than large diversified ones. On the other
hand, such companies generally do not
have the financial or manpower resources to call upon that their larger
brethren do.
Nevertheless, there are certain guide posts which every company must reach
before we can expect to have real -time
financial statements in our future.
AUGUST 1967

The Systems Cycle Concept
The flow of work information which
characterizes the major activities of an
organization has come to be known as
a systems cycle.2 The skilled systems
practitioner identifies and isolates the
system cycle early in each project he
undertakes. He comes to grips with the
work flow of the function he is studying.
To accomplish any worthwhile systems improvement, this work is an absolute necessity. Yet many systems men
tell of "doing a systems job in the purchasing department" or "improving
things in the shipping department."
Their thinking remains hidebound by
"department - itis." Departments are fine.
They were created as an administrative
convenience. They are part and parcel
of every organization of more than two
or three people. But work flows through
departments, not within them.
Let's look, for example, at the purchasing function in terms of work flow.
No longer are we concerned with the
purchasing department alone. We find
that
—a production department feels the need
for item X. They prepare a purchase
requisition and pass it to
—the purchasing department which issues
the purchase order to
—the vendor, who ships item X, to
—the receiving department which acknowledges receipt of the goods and
notifies
—the inspection department. They, in
turn, o.k. the material and forward the
documents to
—the accounting department which processes the documents and pays the bill.
Five departments and an outside vendor are now in the act. Nor is this an
isolated case. Every major activity in
a company involves work in more than
one department. Yet we still hear of
doing a systems study of a department.
For a brief, lucid discussion of the Systems
Cycle Concept, see Systemation Letter ##61,
October 15, 1960, published by Systemation,
Inc., Colorado Springs, Colorado.
9
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Accountants usually see a transaction
as a whole —not just bits and pieces of it.
However, they see it in terms of an
accounting entry.
Here, then, is our first guidepost. The
project leader must get everyone involved thinking in terms of the systems
cycle. The accountant prides himself on
speaking the "language of business."
Now, if the project is to be a success, he
must relate his accounting techniques
to the flow of work activity which the
systems man sees. He must recognize
that every entry he makes has behind it
a corresponding cycle of activity which
the systems man is studying.
And the systems man, too, must
reverse his thinking. He has to see how
his systems cycles are reflected in the
accounting ledgers. To achieve the goal
we have set, the two disciples must
jointly study every activity that has a
financial or accounting implication.
They must develop some tangible fruit
of this effort. They must commit their
joint thinking to paper. Otherwise they'll
be lost in each other's jungle.
Exhibit 1 represents one technique for
bridging the communications gap. On
the left, it shows the work flow cycles as
the systems man envisages them. On the
right, in general terms, are the accounts
which the accountant knows will be effected by these two activities.
We must draw similar charts for every
activity. Without them, or without something else to do the same job, our
chances of getting systems people to see
work flow in accounting terms and accountants to see accounting entries in
systems terms will be slim indeed!
The Master Plan
Achieving real -time financial stateprobaments is a long -term project
...
bly two or three years at least.
However,
this doesn't mean that operational programs must wait until every "i" is dotted and every "t" is crossed in the total
project before they can be put to use. It
does mean, however, that the project
leader must plan far in advance to link
AUGUST 1967

present programs with future programs.
The more sophisticated a project becomes, the more essential a master plan
is. Without it, individual programs operate in a vacuum. To tie them together
later on, unless such a link has been
provided for, may mean an inordinate
amount of reprogramming. When such a
proposition stares them in the face,
management may well decide that real time financial statements, laudible objective though they may be, just aren't
worth the cost. This needn't happen, but
it often does.
The master plan need be neither elaborate nor rigid. One company developed
a chart showing the corporation's major
systems cycles. Exhibit 2 illustrates how
these cycles interlink at various points
in this company. The systems men were
exposed to the master plan at the time
the project leader originally developed
this chart. Each program when it goes
operational becomes an integral part of
this company's master plan.
. Simple though it is, it has served the
purpose very adequately. However, keep
in mind that the farther one peers into
the future, the cloudier the crystal ball
becomes. Therefore, "the simpler the
better" is the watchword for any master
plan.
The Corporate Data File
In recent months, editors of business
publications have favored us with numerous articles on "total systems,"
"management information systems,"
"total information systems" and the infinite variations thereof. No doubt about
it
this is the "in" concept right now.
...
All proposed systems of this type have
one thing in common. They are built
around a corporate data file. What this
file will contain, of course, will depend
on what the company thinks it needs.
The purpose is to pull all information
together into one massive file; then to
make any of it available to company
management when they need it.
For example, such a corporate data
file most certainly will contain data on
17
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the company's products. For each of
them, the file might contain: information
on past sales; future projections; manufacturing costs; bill of materials; inventories at various locations and levels;
competitive products; competitive activity; manufacturing lead time; prices;
raw material sources and so on. Most of
us recognize the worth of such information. Most of us also know that with
some digging we could get such data
about
of ou r products. How long
would it take? Hours? Days? Weeks?
How long would it take to get such data
on all our products? The objective of
the computer- oriented data file is to
make this information —and any business intelligence which the enterprise
needs— available to management in a
matter of seconds.
Many of these plans will fall short of
their stated objective; many more will
fail to get off the ground at all; some few
will achieve what they set out to achieve.
The job is not an easy one!
A system to produce financial statements in real -time would use such a corporate data file. However, its scope
would be more limited, and therefore
more likely to bear fruit than would
some of the more elaborate plans now
being publicized.
Data processing people know well the
trials they must face when converting
even one file from a manual or punched
card system to EDP. Multiply this many
times over using data generated internally and using data acquired from diverse external sources as well. One then
has some appreciation of the magnitude
of the task required to develop codes,
field lengths, definitions, units of measurement, etc., all of which will be completely compatible within a complex
corporate data file. How many code
numbers, for example, do you have assigned throughout your company to each
employee?
In a company which can allocate only
limited resources to its data processing
function, it is better to build block by
black toward a more modest goal.
AUGUST1967

Reaching the one required for real -time
financial statements is no mean accomplishment itself. It requires systems planning and programming skill of the highest order. Yet, for most companies, it is
more attainable than a full -scale corporate data file. Use the concept, but limit
the goal.
Early in the program, the project
leader must decide what data he wants
his "general ledger" to contain. In making this decision, he must be sufficiently
flexible in his thinking to recognize the
limitations of an EDP system on one
hand, and to take advantage of EDP
power on the other. Many planners
would include the following in a general
ledger file:
1. Date indicator
2. Account code
3. Opening and closing balances for asset, liability and capital accounts
4. Moving 13 period balances for income and expense accounts
S. Activity during the period, perhaps
keyed by source
6. A budget or forecast
The exact file layout and file content
will depend on the needs of the company. However, Exhibit 3 shows how
one typical file layout might look for a
disk type random access system.
Supporting these "general ledger"
files will, of course, be detail files on certain accounts. Inventory, accounts receivable, customer and sales by product
files come to mind as logical candidates
for detail files. Highly active, they, too,
may well be part of the on -line corporate
data file. To achieve real -time within our
definition, they must be updated as each
transaction passes through the system.
Information in a file is of no use.
Somebody or something has to go get
the information and transmit it to those
who need it. The key to the successful
read -out of a general ledger file is the
account code. Most of us now use charts
of accounts, which have numbers assigned to each account. These are a good
starting point. Caution is the watchword
here, however, especially if the conver19
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types of transactions that are natural
computer applications.
Most companies now use EDP to handle these already. Go one step farther
plan and plug in the relatively simple
...
additional program to up -date the "general ledger." Your computer already
knows from the program what type of
transaction it is. Your accountant knows
how to translate this into accounting
language. Your systems man and your
programmer can combine the two.
The Random Access Concept
With proper organization of the genReal -time means random access. Here eral ledger file, the financial statement
is our fourth guidepost to successful' becomes a simple print program . . .
real -time financial statements. Unless an ready to be run on short notice anytime
organization has equipment available in the month. One such program, with
which can accept data in random order about 650 accounts in some 20 cost cenand "file" it in its proper location, with- ters or departments, plus asset and liaout prior sequencing and processing, it bility accounts, prints out in a little over
cannot achieve real -time financial state- three minutes. This, on relatively slow
ments as this article defines them. Obvi- . speed equipment, -but complete with
ously, with a multi -use computer, there monthly actual and budget, year -to -date
must be some prior hatching in the sense actual and budget, and last year -to- .date
that the operators could hardly process actual figures.
an order, a payroll check and then a
purchase order. It could be done, but What About Period Charges?
such a schedule would be highly ineffiThe skeptics may we]? ask, "What
cient. However, within each major sys- about period charges
depreciation,
tems cycle — expressed as a computer insurance write -offs, ...
labor accruals and
program —the system would accept data so on? These aren't what you call 'activrandomly.
ity' transactions."
Basic to the whole project is the philThey're right! However, with detailed
osophy of updating the files —in this case property and insurance records stored
the general ledger and such detail files as part of t he corpor ate data file, the
as may be necessary —as each transac- system can process these write -offs and
tion passes through the system. No up -date the ledger accounts as often as
longer would we wait until the end of
management desires
daily, if necesthe month to batch all sales transactions, sary. Labor accrues ...
daily, too, and can
then prepare the appropriate journal en- be handled exactly the same way.
try, then post the entry to the ledger,
then balance the ledger. As each order is The Audit Trail
processed and each invoice is prepared,
Project planners must give their attenthe computer "posts" the transaction to tion to building an audit trail into the
the appropriate financial accounts.
system, so that management can reconNearly all accounting entries result struct significant changes to the general
from what we might call activity trans- ledger file if necessary. This is especially
actions. That is, where somebody does true of real -time systems which "write
ships goods, makes a de- over" existing data in the computer files.
something
...
posit, writes
a check, manufactures inHowever, the degree to which audit
ventory, issues a purchase order and so trails must be easily available is largely
on. These are high volume, repetitive a function of the reliability of the comsion is directly from a manual system to
EDP. Inconsistencies can creep in which
play havoc with a computer file.
The project leader must work closely
with his accountants, systems people and
management to find out what data they
will need and how they will need it.
Then, and only then, will the experts
be able to define the system details, and
assign meaningful account codes. A poor
one can be a terrible millstone.
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puter programs involved. During the
start -up phase of any EDP system, bugs
inevitably appear. Later on, they become
fewer and fewer until most programs
achieve a far greater degree of reliability
than manual systems could hope to
achieve. This certainly applies as much
to real -time financial statements as to
any other.
Therefore, during the early phase,
project planners should schedule daily
print -outs of the general ledger and compare the balances with those which the
accountants have manually reconstructed from the same data. Later on, when
the programs have been debugged, specific accounts can be reconstructed from
the summary reports of operations (cash
proofs, disbursements registers, payables
listings, sales reports, etc.). In all cases,
it is a wise policy to save the transaction
cards should a detailed reconstruction be
required.
Is It Worth It?
Real -time financial statements put an
end to the wait at month -end for figures.
By the tenth of the following month,
management's — especially middle management's— attention is fixed on the cur-
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rent month's problems, not on last
month's. Any controller who has discussed a two - week -old financial statement with a production man knows how
true this is.
Mid -month statements, with projections or forecasts to month -end are even
better. Then we are reporting what the
operating people are really interested in
the here and now. There may still be
...
time to do something about any out -ofline conditions, to control and improve
performance.
Still, is it worth it? An emphatic YES,
provided that the project
—is the subject of continual management
attention
—is staffed with a proper mix of disciplines
—is planned in advance
—is handled as a by- product of high -volume operational programs.
With the goal in mind, with the roadblocks eliminated, with the guideposts
followed, chances are good that the
drudgery of the periodic closing will join
the high stool and the green eye shade
in oblivion.
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Use of a Data Processing Service Bl_Ireau—
A Case Study
By

PAUL

W.

HEDGES

respondence, answered the phones, and
helped with dispatching and emergencies.
The Initial Steps

"X " Electrical Contractors has
,been a respected name in electrical
contracting in Southern California for
twenty years —known for quality work.
In a business where many small operators work out of their garage and do no
jot) costing, the company has developed
into a business with a large fleet of trucks
and two warehouses with at least one
hundred jobs in progress at one time. It
specializes in large commercial and industrial work and is thus forced to maintain fairly complex job cost records.
The processing of payroll, accounts
pa=yable and job costs by hand proved to
be inaccurate and time consuming:
r'VHE

- -Clerk # 1 spent three days a week on
payroll, complicated by the requirements of various unions. The balance
of her time was spent posting job
ledger cards.
—The time of clerk # 2 was consumed
almost entirely by pricing requisitions
from the trade book and matching
documents for accounts payable.
--Clerk # 3 spent half her time extending requisitions and the balance adding
costs and summarizing jobs for billing.
- -Clerk #4 handled all typing and cor-

A study was made by the controller to
determine whether to buy bookkeeping
machines, an in -house computer or use
a data processing service bureau. The
bookkeeping machines and computers
which would be required for the type of
output needed, were too expensive. The
monthly cost, including an operator,
would be higher than a service bureau
and would not be as flexible. Furthermore, it was undesirable to incur such a
large capital investment in an area which
was largely experimental for this type of
business. This report was submitted to
the Board of Directors which approved
a further study of the use of service bureaus.
The study of service bureaus and construction of a system took about one and
one half years. It was necessary to devise
many new forms in order to communicate with the field and the service bureau. A material code book with over
6,000 items was prepared. Before contacting any service bureaus, the controller took a night course in basic computer
programming and systems, to familiarize
himself with the terminology.
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Choosing the Service Bureau
After the necessary groundwork, format sketches were prepared of how the
runs would appear. Five different service
bureaus were contacted: two large national bureaus (A and B), a fairly large
bureau (C) covering the Southern California area, and small local bureaus (D
and E).
Bureau A was eliminated immediately
since it was primarily interested in selling its packaged programs. Bureau B
prepared a satisfactory set of specifications for the proposed system, but would
only accept an annual contract for a
figure ten percent higher than the estimates from other bureaus. Bureau C was
mainly interested in expanding its installation by use of satellite bureaus connected to a central computer. Its interest in
the proposed system was only as a prospective package which could be sold to
other contractors. Dun and Bradstreet
reports were drawn on bureaus D and E
to establish their financial stability. References were checked to verify the quality of their work, and the principals were
questioned regarding their background
and ability in the field.
Bureau D was chosen since it seemed
to be the most stable and was willing to
give a creative approach to the system.
The following information was provided
to bureau D in order to start processing:
1. Job to date figures on all open jobs
broken down to hours, labor, material, overhead, and direct expense.
2. Estimates on all large open jobs, to be
set up as a comparison with actual.
3. A list of employees showing name,
address, social security number, marital status, gross pay, and various federal and state tax deductions.
4. A physical inventory coded by product, for extension from the material
list book.
The following sequence of events illustrates the type of problems encountered:
November 10th, 1964 —The first payroll
was processed but the program had
not been completely "de- bugged." It
was necessary to write the checks by
Y4

hand since the only good figures provided were for gross pay.
December 22nd, 1964 —The payroll went
smoothly for the first time this week.
There were still problems with the job
report programs. Some items in the
cards would not print out and others
came out as a series of nines.
January 15th, 1965 —The first job reports
were received on this date, including
labor and material detail, and the summary comparing actual with estimates
and computing overhead.
April 25th, 1965 —The basic package
was going smoothly and since all purchases had been fed in, disbursements
and beginning balances were added to
arrive at an accounts payable trial balance.
June 15th, 1965— Accounts payable was
finally printed out in good order and
balanced to general ledger. Between
April and June there were problems in
communicating to the programmer
what the final result should be. The
next step was to feed in data on closed
jobs and costs used on progressive billings for a work in process run.
August 10th, 1965 —The concept of costs
flowing into work in process and cost
of sales was difficult to explain to the
programmer; however, on this date the
first work in process run was received
and it balanced to the general ledger.
August 10th, 1965 thru January 31st, 1966
— Entire system was operating smoothly. There were other details to add,
but it was necessary for company personnel to learn the full use of the reports.
February 15th, 1966— Service bureau D
informed the "X" Electrical Contractors that they had received a good offer from service bureau C and was
selling out to them. Service bureau C
contacted the company and advised
that they had a very competent programming staff and would give them
the same personalized service which
service bureau D had given.
April 10th, 1966 —The computer was released and all of the work was being
sent to Los Angeles. All personnel
from service bureau D had been terminated.
April 25th, 1966 —The payroll was coming through on time and the other runs
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were either late or out of balance. The
man running the work was on the night
shift and could not be reached. Other
bureaus were contacted and they informed "X" Electrical Contractors that
it was not a simple, overnight transition from one bureau to another, even
with prepared programs and procedures. They must obtain copies and familiarize themselves with the system.
June 25th, 1966— Service bureau C
changed local managers four times and
key -punch supervisors three times.
There was an almost complete breakdown in communications. Service bureau F, a small local bureau, was investigated. They had been in business
for over twelve years, had good references and appeared stable financially.
The programs and procedures were
withdrawn from service bureau C and
turned over to service bureau F.
August 30th, 1966— Service bureau F
was having some problems with several
of the programs which were converted
to a larger computer and with procedures which were not up- dated. However, the reports were coming through
on time and in balance.
Questions:
1. Was a data processing service bureau
the best solution?
2. Should the service bureaus have been
changed immediately when bureau D
was sold?
3. What are the problems peculiar to
data processing bureaus and what factors need be solved for small business
operations?
Actual Solution and Recommendations:
In the case of "X" Electrical Contractors, a service bureau proved to be the
best solution. This was the case of a
comparatively small company with a
small office staff and with paperwork requirements out of proportion to its size.
The EDP processing cut payroll time
down to one day a week and eliminated
hand posting and extending. It saved one
fall clerk's time besides providing a great
deal more information.
The detailed up -to -date job costing enabled the company to bid closer and
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more competitively and thereby increase
their sales volume. Without additional
expense, an automatic monthly control,
by job, was established over work in
process.
A run of purchases, by account number, eliminated the hand posted check
disbursement record and invoice record.
Product coding of purchase invoices enabled the purchasing agent to check the
accuracy of supplier's pricing periodically.
Runs by product code at the end of
the year were constructed to provide a
run similar to a perpetual inventory, to
balance with the actual physical. The
department heads and general foremen
in the field learned to use the runs to
check the progress of jobs.
Experience proved that it was wise to
insist on copies of the programs and procedures and see that they were continually up- dated. A change should have
been made as soon as possible when service bureau D was sold to service bureau
C, which had been investigated previously.
A service bureau must be chosen the
same as a key employee. Their stability,
interests, abilities, education, and the
tools they have to work with must be
checked out. Communications are a major problem. The controller of "X" Electrical Contractors minimized this by taking a course in programming and systems
but still had some problems. Service bureau personnel are technicians trained in
the use of machines to process large volumes of paperwork. They do not understand accounting terminology.
One approach is to attempt to locate a
bureau which has been established by
CPA firms to process their clients' paperwork. This problem has been recognized
and recent attempts have been made to
correct it by using accounting personnel
in the bureau.
The basic approach of "X" Electrical
Contractors of using a small bureau was
sound. The large bureaus depend on a
fixed program with very few changes, for
25

efficiency. A customized system needs
personal attention.
Patience and continuous selling of the
system to yourself and your management

is required. A service bureau can give a
smaller company a good job and an invaluable tool for much less than owning
the equipment.

Valuation of Fleet Tires
B y J a me s R. W i l l s on *
of large truck fleets have a
major expense involved in tires.
The cost can be handled in several ways,
among which are:
1. Lease the tires on some basis, such
as mileage.
2. Purchase tires and expense: (a) when
purchased, (b) on an installment basis
and (c) amortize on a mileage rate.
When the mileage amortization method is used, the valuation of the tires can
be difficult to establish. This article will
present some views on a method of
arriving at a valuation.
The number of tires can be established by an inventory of tires in stock
plus a count of the wheels by various
vehicle types. In any large fleet, it is
usually widespread geographically with
a major portion of the vehicles on the
move at any particular time. Therefore,
the values established must be based on
sampling and averages.
The determination of the amortization
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rate can be complicated when the fleet
includes a mixture of both original and
recapped tires.
The valuation depends on four main
factors:
1. Tread depth.
2. Life expectancy of the casing.
3. Original tire cost.
4. Recapping cost.
Usually owners of large fleets will
have engineering studies or tire performance comparisons being constantly performed to determine the best quality and
mileage under their particular circumstances on various types and makes of
tires. If recaps are also used, further
tests may be necessary.
It is a common practice with fleet
owners to brand each tire with their
name and a serial number. Records
maintained are many and varied. Some
of the data that may be included on the
record in addition to type and make are:
(a) unit number on which tire is
mounted, (b) mileage and (c) recapping
information.
A brief example of the tire performance analysis is shown below:

TIRE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

1/1/66 through 12/31/66

Ma k e
A
B
C
D

No. of
orig.
tires
500
500
500
500
2,000

000
Orig.
tread
mileage
35,000
39,500
38,000
37,500
150,000

A vg.
orig.
tread
miles
70,000
79,000
76,000
75,000
75,000
(1 )

26

Total
recaps
1,000
800
1,000
1,200
4,000

Av g.
no. of
recaps
2.0
1.6
2.0
2.4
2.0
(2 )

000
Carcass
mileage
55,000
61,500
63,000
70,500
250,000

A vg.
Carcass
mileage
110,000
123,000
126,000
145,000
125,000
(3 )
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Avg. carca ss mileage (3 )
Less Avg. orig. tread mileage (1 )

50,000
2

-

Avg. reca p milea ge
Avg. no. of reca ps (2 )
Avg. miles per recap
A. sc h e du l e o f t h e c o mp u t a t i o n u si n g t h e
in fo r ma t i o n fr o m T i r e P e r fo r m a n c e

125,000
75,000

25,000
An a l ysis, i s sh own b el ow:

COMPUTATION OF TIRE VALUES

Ite m No .
1. Mileage of tread
2. Avera ge price of origina l:
Tire
$100.00
Tu be
8.00
3. Tread value
4. Carca ss value (108 .00 - 45 .00)
5. Ca rca ss v a lu e a mor tized ove r life of
ea ch tread
6. Valu e at full tread
7. Va lu e a t 50 % trea d
8. Avera ge va lu e of recapped tires

T h e fo l l o wi n g c o m me n t s a n d e x p l a n a ti o n s a r e m a de o n e a ch i te m :
1. Milea ge of tread - obtained from T ire
Performance Ana lysis.
2. Original pr i ce -t h e cu rrent weighted
average price of pu rchased tires covering a period of time.
3. Tread va l u e -ba sed on the cost of
recapping a tire.
4. Carca ss va l u e - ori gin a l price less
tread value.
5. Amortiza tion of c a r c a ss - a s each
tread is worn out, an equal part of
the ca rca ss is a mortized. In this case,
3 /5 is assigned to the original tire
and 115 to ea ch reca p in rela tion to
the mileage performa nce.
6. Va l u e a t fu ll tr ea d -t he va lu e of t he
remaining carcass plus the tread
value.
7. Value of t i r e s -i n this example it is
assu med that on a sampling of the
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Recaps

Original
tire

1

2

75,000

25,000

25,000

$108.00
45.00
63.00

$15.00

$15.00

37.80
108.00
66.60

12.60
40.20
62.40

12.60
27.60
13.80
$20.10

tires in the fleet the tread depth of
tires is 50 %. Value is computed as
follows on the origina l tire:
50 % of origina l ca rca ss va lu e
50 % of origina l trea d va lu e
Value of carca ss assigned to
recaps ( $12.60 x 2)

$18.90
22.50
25.20
$66.60

8. Average value of re c a p s - si mp l e
avera ge of the two values.
T h e fi na l st e p i s t o a p p l y t h e se v a l u e s
to the c o u n t o f tires. If the n u m b e r of
re ca ps v er su s or ig in a l t ir es i s no t k n own,
th i s c o u ld b e o b t a i n e d o n a sa m pl i n g b a sis.
Pe ri od ic co m p u t a t i o n o f t h e tire va lu es will esta blish m o r e a c c u ra t e va l u a tio ns a nd wi ll be a c hec k a nd ver ifi ca t ion
o f t h e m i l e a g e a m o r t i z a t i o n r a t e u se d i n
ex p en sin g t h e t i re s c o nsu me d .
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Utilizing EDP for Stock Material
Inventory Transactions
By ARNO LD P . M CILWAIN

of a minimum inventory investment and the timeliness of necessary cost data are, in our
opinion, primary requirements of an effective inventory procedure. In order to
achieve the greatest results, our approach
was to consider all functions, starting
from the point of ordering the material
to its ultimate use in a job.

M
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In our operation of repairing and converting ocean -going vessels, we experience many different types of jobs requiring from one day to several months to
complete. Material costs in our jobs consist of two general classifications:
1. Direct purchase material —not normally carried in our inventory.
2. Stock material inventory — mostly of
a standard nature and materials usable on many different jobs.
A review of the historical usage patterns of each inventory item was made
before setting minimum balances. Naturally a drastic change in the type of work
being performed would require a revision to the minimum inventory level.

Each of the 7,000 different items in
our stock material inventory has a code
number assigned to it consisting of 8
digits: the class of material (two digits),
the commodity within the class (three
digits) and the size or type within the
commodity (three digits). Approximately 1,500 separate withdrawals of these
items are made daily, which must be
processed through our daily cost distribution.
Following is a description of our stock
material procedure, which our organization has installed. A general flow chart
showing the overall picture of this procedure is shown in Exhibit 1.
Master Purchase Orders
A list of various inventory items is
furnished to vendors for price quotations on quantities usually representing
a year's usage. The successful bidder on
this material, who agrees to supply us
this material in quantities which we will
periodically request, is issued a master
order.
Through this method of buying, we
receive volume price discounts, which
result in a 5% to 20 % savings. An added feature is that once a master order is

ARNOLD P. WILWAIN, Baltimore Chapter 1958, is
Executive Vice President, Secretary and Treasure r, Maryland
Shipbuilding and Drydock Co mp a n y , Baltimore, Md . Mr.
Mc llwa in received a diploma in Business Administration
from the Pittsburgh School of Accounting, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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issued, the purchasing department has
completed its job, and the inventory and
data processing departments take over
the responsibility of making requests to
vendors for shipments of material.
On this type of order the periodic purchase order release and receipt forms
are processed through the use of d ata
processing cards, which are issued to the
vendor and our receiving department.
Approximately 65% of our inventory
items are purchased on this kind of order system.

telephone order system, whereby the request for material is called to the storeroom by an authorized person, who gives
the storeroom clerk necessary information to execute a stock withdrawal order.
The material is then delivered to the job
site by a storeroom delivery truck. One
copy of the withdrawal order is sent
along with the material to the job site,
another copy is forwarded to the inventory department for editing and then
forwarded on to the data processing department for processing.

Non-Master Purchase Orders

Data Processing Operation

Certain types of material, because of
their nature or non - acceptance by vendors of the master order, are placed on
separate orders for a one time shipment.
There are also materials which we exclude from master orders because it may
not be economically sound to be committed to a single vendor, or the annual
requirement is small and does not warrant periodic shipments.
These purchase orders are prepared
from multilith masters (offset printing
process). The original copy is mailed to
the vendor, one copy forwarded to our
receiving department to be used as the
receiving report, and one copy forwarded to the data processing department to
be used for updating the on order balance.

The system is a card system, designed
to fit an I.B.M. #14 01 computer, 4K
machine (punch, read, feed and calculating device not included). The functions performed provide the following:

Receipt and Withdrawal
of Stock Material
For materials on a master order, after
verifying material as to description and
quantity, the receiving department forwards the preprinted receiving cards prepared by the data processing department
at the time of order, to the data processing and accounts payable departments.
These cards are used for updating the
master computer cards and comparing
to vendor's invoice. Receipts for non master orders are handled basically the
same way except that copies of the multi lith purchase order are used rather than
data processing cards.
Withdrawals are handled through a
30

1. An up -dated inventory record daily.
2. Detail cards for cost distribution.
3. Statistics for, use in establishing reorder points and reorder quantities.
4. Catalogues both technical and abbreviated for use throughout the plant
but mainly for the engineering and
estimating departments.
5. Printing of the master orders.
6. An automatic reorder system under
the master order system.
Our stock inventory is divided into
two categories: ( I ) regular stock material (other than steel stock) and (2)
structural steel, plates and shapes. Each
category is relieved through the stock
inventory operation by means of codes
punched in the withdrawal cards. This
class code is transferred during the updating to the cost distribution card,
which is abstracted daily through the
cost procedures and, finally, through the
Monthly procedure is totalled and printed as a basis for the general ledger entry
relieving the two categories of inventory.
Following is a description of the printed output and some of the data processing cards used in this system.
Master orders. The printing done by
the data processing department is the
body of the order only. It shows the order number, expiration date, line item,
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

description, packaging, unit of measure,
inventory code and price per package.
During the running of the order, master
card change cards are punched to update

C3 bcl
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th e ma st er c a rd i n t h e i n v en t o r y d e ck . A
se c o n d pr in ti ng is m a d e , wi th ou t the
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price, for the storeroom. Thg purchasing
department attaches a formal order
which outlines the contract or agreement.
Stock reorder report- updating of the
inventory, non steel (daily). The automatic reordering system is used in this
operation only. The report shows the sta-
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the storeroom but future plans may alter
this setup. The report shows: inventory
code, description, on hand balance, on
order balance, order numbers, purchase
order item, on reserve balance and reorcler point.
The card input for these operations
are:
Master card —contains brief description of material, unit of measure, order
number (master order in use or last order number), order line item, and also
codes to designate taxable items, to prevent master ordering on certain buW
items which are ordered by telephone,
and to designate items to be deleted and
slow moving items. The state tax, which
is calculated and totalled at the end of
the report, is computed when the punch
in the master card is matched by a punch
in the withdrawal card. The description
is stored to be later punched in the cost
distribution cards and the order cards.
"fhe master order number is also stored
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EXHIBIT 2
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for use in punching of master order
cards and causes the on order balance
to be updated for the quantity of the order.
Balance cards — contains the unit
price, on hand balance, on order balance,
on reserve balance, reorder point, reorder quantity, usage for the current year,
the average usage and the number of
transactions. A punch is made in this
card when a purchase order request card
is made for non - master orders. It prevents reissuance of the request cards
and causes printing of R.I. ( Request Issued) on the report. The punch is eliminated upon the processing of an order.
The unit price is stored for use in the
extension of withdrawal cards.
Unit price cards —contain unit price
changes, to be entered into the system.'
Receiving cards—contain the quantity
received. When a designated mark is
made upon the data, a punch is made by
the key punch operator. This punch
causes the deletion of the on order balance but updates the on hand balance
for the quantity received. When a master
order card is issued, a receiving report
card is also made for the storeroom. The
receiving report cards made at this time
contain only such punching as necessary
for processing later. (Quantity punched
later.) The description and other information is interpreted from the master
order card by use of the repetitive print
feature on the #557 interpreter.
Adjustment cards —used to adjust the
on hand and /or the on reserve balances.
Withdrawal cards—contain the quantity, job or account number, job or account item number and a class code
which designates which inventory account is to be relieved. For each withdrawal card a cost distribution card is
punched.
'The new price is novvvused in the extension
of the withdrawals. After processing, these
cards are stored for us; in the yearly listing of
price changes, described later in the article.
32

Change card— Reorder point and Reorder quantities— contains the new reorder point and reorder quantity to be entered into the system. The new balance
card contains the new reorder point and
reorder quantity when punched out.
Master card change card —contains
the order number, order item number
and expiration date. These cards are
used to change master order numbers
only and are punched out during the
printing of master orders.
Order card — Non - master orders —
contains the quantity of the order and
the order number. It causes the punching of a new master card with the new
order number and updates the on order
balance.
The card output for these operations
are:
1. Master card—as a result of changes
brought about by the master card
change card and order cards.
2. Balance card=new updated balances.
3. Master order card — ( order release) —
sent to vendor requesting shipment
under the master order agreement.
4. Receiving report card—for master orders only. Matches the master order
card. Used as an input when received
back from the storeroom via the inventory department.
5. Purchase order request card —to notify purchasing department of needed
reordering of items not under the
master ordering system.
6. Cost distribution card —contains the
inventory code, description of material, job or account number, job or
account item number, quality, amount
of cost and class code to distinguish
category to be relieved. These cards
are abstracted (by job or account
number) and summarized daily (accumulated to -date by job and item)
to provide cards for monthly abstracts and a to -date figure for all
work in progress and overhead accounts. As the jobs are completed
(work in progress) these cards are
processed to provide a list of materials used for each phase (item) of the
job.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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Inventory status report is run weekly
to show the inventory code, description,
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order balance, on reserve balance, code
(R for request issued), reorder point,
reorder quantity, usage year to date,
average usage, order number, order item
number
and unit price. All information
s
from the master card and balance
card. This report enables the inventory
department to make decisions on changes
in re -order points, re -order quantities
and overstocked materials. See Exhibit 3.
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Deletion report is run monthly to show
the inventory code, description, on hand
balance, unit price, value, slow moving
material, quantity, unit price and value.
Codes are punched in the master card
from data supplied by the inventory department. While the whole file is processed, only items to be deleted and slow
moving items are printed and totalled.
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Listing u n it p ric e c ha n g e s —ru n yea rly
t o sh o w t h e i n v e n t o r y c o d e , o r d e r n u m bers, u nit 'p ri ce a n d 'd a t e of c h a n g e .
T h e se pri ces a r e c o m p a r e d to ma r k e t
pr i ce s in o rd e r t o d e t er m i ne th e lo we r o f
co st o r m a r k e t pri ces tha t wi ll be u sed
in extending the annu al in ventory qu antities.
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Inventory sheets are printed yearly

for use in taking the fiscal inventory. The
sheets are headed: code, description , unit
of measure, bins, surplus, total, record
and difference. The master card provides
the code, description, and unit of measure. Fiscal inventory adjustment cards
are punched from these sheets after the
amounts or quantities are entered by the
inventory department.
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Extended inventory yearly is run to
show the inventory code, description,
unit of measure, quantity, unit price and
value. Totals are supplied for each category and a grand total. As of a predetermined date, cards are produced which
are to be checked for price values. The
current unit price is punched in an odd
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field. When no change is to be made, the
card is reproduced to move the price to
the proper field. Prices to be used are
marked on the balance and the prices
are punched in the proper field. These
cards are now merged with the inventory
deck (master card and balance card)
and the report is run.

plete deck of cards are maintained for
the running of these catalogues. When
setting up cards for master ordering,
cards from this deck are reproduced so
that the specifications in orders match
those in the catalogues. This manual is
used principally by the engineering department.

Extended adjustments to fiscal inventory. This report is run to show the inventory code, description, quantity adjustment, unit of measure and value and
a grand total value. Adjustment cards,
punched from the fiscal inventory sheet
are merged with the inventory deck and
the report is run.

Oxygen and propane calculations. This
operation involves calculating oxygen
and propane usage based on the hours
spent for welding or burning, either on
jobs or plant repairs and maintenance.
The labor is provided by reproduction of
certain cards with designated codes during the running of another operation.
The total usage is based on daily physical
inventories taken by the storeroom.
Withdrawal cards are punched during the
operation to relieve the inventory.

Usage report —five years. This report
is run to show the inventory code, description, average usage (calculated)
and the usage for each of the five previous years. This operation is accomplished by merging the five -year summary cards with the inventory deck.
During the running, new balance cards
are punched out with the new average
usage, and the transactions count eliminated. A new five -year card is also
punched. As the new year is entered the
oldest year is eliminated.
Catalogues — abbreviated —show the
inventory code, description, unit of measure and the unit prices. Printed upon request, these catalogues are used in the
preparation of cost estimates. The inventory file is the data used to run the catalogues.
Catalogues— technical —show the inventory code, technical description, unit
of measure and the packaging. A com-
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Summary
Since this system was installed three
years ago, we have accomplished the following:
1. Reduced clerical labor costs in several
departments.
2. Reduced inventory investment.
3. Improved on the content and timeliness of cost data.
4. Acquired the ability to furnish other
data necessary to control inventories
and service other departments.
Of course, we have incurred additional data processing expense. However,
the savings in manpower and the avail ability of better information far exceeds
the added costs to operate and maintain
this system.
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An EDP System for Stores Inventory Control
113� • R O B E R T W . B I L L ,
JAMES H. HARRISON
and H AR R Y R. MALY

' T HIS CASE STUDY

explains and illustrates the various procedures necessary for the control of approximately
:1,000 items of stores inventory, including regular stock, reconditioned and

sp a r e pa rt s it em s, a n d ch e m i c a l a n d
o t h e r di re ct ma t eri a l it e ms. T h e ca se
st u d y wa s d e v e lo p e d i n c oo p e r a t i o n wi t h
N a t i o n a l L e a d C o m p a n y o f O h i o , a su b si d i a r y o f t h e Na ti o na l L e a d C o m p a n y .

National Lead Company of Ohio
started work in 1951, as a contract operator of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Feed Materials Processing Center, which is located at Fernald, Ohio,

ROBE RT W. BILL, Comptroller, Nuc lear Div ision, National
Lead Co mp a n y , Alb an y, N . Y . Mr. Bill holds a B.S.B.A.
degree from Xa vier Un ive rsity, Cinc inn ati, Oh io.

.FAMES H. HAR RIS ON , Stores and Transportation Superintend ent, Nationa l Lead Compa ny of Ohio, Cincin nati, Ohio.
Mr. Harrison ha s had g rad ua te stud ies a t Xav ie r University
and University of Cincinnati.

HARR Y R. M AL Y, CP A, Cincinna ti Chapter 1962, is on
the accounting faculty at Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. Maly received B.S. and M. B. A. degrees from Xavier
University. He is a previous contributor to M A N A G E M E N T
A C C O UN TI N G .
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In the d e v e l o p m e n t of the sy st em ,
m e e t i n g s we r e held with rep re se nt a t iv es
of the procu r ement a nd a cc ou nting divisio ns. T h e p r o c u r e m e n t division requ este d the inclu sion of a sa fety sto ck
ca lc u la t ion rou ti ne wh ic h wo u l d en a b l e
the st or es d e p a r t m e n t to ma in ta in inve n t o r y ba l a n c e s a t p e r h a p s l o we r l e v e l s
a n d a t the sa m e time with a de g r e e of
confiden ce t ha t the ite ms wou l d be "o n
the sh e l f" c o m m e n su r a t e with ma r k e t
ava ila bility.
Re se a r c h in t o this in ve nt or y co n tr o l
sy st em fa v o r a b l y i n flu e n ce d th e de c i si o n
to u se t h e H on e y we l l 2 0 0 co m p u t er wi t h
1 6 K me m o r y a n d periphe ra l equ ipment
con si sti ng of fo u r ta pe driv es, a c a r d
rea der -pu nch a n d pr in te r. W i t h the a cq u i si t i o n o f t h i s t a p e o r i e n t e d c o m p u t e r
a sy ste m wa s de v el op e d t o pr o ce ss in on e
op e ra t io n the da ily sto res tra nsa c ti on s,
u p d a t e the ma ste r re c o r d s for ea c h of
the 2 1 , 0 0 0 st or e s items a n d p r o d u c e a n
ex ce pt io n re po rt fo r the st or es de p a r t me n ts. T h e t i me re q u ir e d t o d o t h is wo r k
is no w a b o u t o n e h ou r pe r da y .
T h e following pa ges ou tl ine this ne w
sy st em .
The Operations Pe rformed by the System
Da ily :
1. Upda te the st or es ma ste r t a pe o f i nventory items to reflect the cu rrent
sta tu s of the items.
2. Produce in punch ca rds, upda ted master ca rds for the stores depa rtment
showing the cu rrent status of stock
items.
3. Pu nc h ou t or de r ca rd s fo r th e st or es
depa rtment on all items calcu lated
to b e in nee d o f re orde r. T his ca l cu la tion is ma de eit her by a n EOQ ca lcu l a ti on or by mea ns of a u sa g e h istory minimu m - maximu m ca lcu lation.
4. Pu nch ou t receipt cards for the stores
dep a rt me nt on all items which ha ve
been reordered by stores.
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5. Produ ce a n exception report fo r t h e
stores depa rtment showing the a ction
requ ired by the stores d epa rtment on
items listed. Included on this report
is a print -ou t o f a com pu ted r eorder
sa fety stock for items to be reordered
by EOQ calculation. This safety stock
calculation employs variou s sta tistical
formula s which are based on confidence levels of usage, thereby enabling the store s de pa rtm ent to de termine levels of safety qu antities for the
items.
6. T he exception report includes su m
and print -out updated inventory balances, total issues, receipts and adju stments by commodity grou ps a fter
all tra nsa ctions ha ve been processed.
T he calculated dollar value of ea ch
issue is a lso listed (separately) for the
stores depa rtment.

Monthly:
1. Stores stock - statu s report is produced
showing the dollar value and usage
results of ea ch stock item.
2. Stores journal voucher ##14 for accou nting purposes is produced for
proper distribu tion of c osts (Exhibit
1).
3. Activity listings of i ssu es a nd reconditioned items by cost centers are
prepa red for the accounting department (Exhibit 1 ).
4. Activity listing of issues in stock number order is prepared for the stores
depa rtment.
5. A check list of items a wa iting reorder
is prepared for follow -up action by
the stores depa rtment.
O t h e r op e r a ti o n s p e r fo r m e d a s ne e d e d
are:
1. T he u pda ted a nd prin ted stores ca ta log is prepared for pla ntwide pu blica tion.
2. T he stores slow- moving items report
lists those items which ha ve had no
usa ge in the prior 12 months.
3. The listing of a 10
ra ndom sa mple
of items with a total value of less
than $100 is produced annu ally a nd
inventory tags for these items are
punched for use by the stores depa rtment.
4. The listing and punching of inventory
ta gs fo r a ll items other tha n $ 1 0 0 or
%n

a p p r ox i m a t e l y fi ft e e n m i le s no r t hwe st o f
Cincinna ti, O hio. T he compa ny employs
a b o u t 1 5 5 0 pe o pl e to pr oc ess u r a n i u m
be a r in g or es a n d u r a n i u m co n c e n t r a t e s
in t o pr o d u c t s for use at o t h e r At o m i c
En e r gy C o mm i ssio n sit e s.
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STORES DISTRIBUTION
OBJECT
CLASS

41000
43100
43300

14
14
14

$ 797
$ 47
40

.52
.50
.95

43400
46400
48000
TOTAL OBJECT CLASS

14
14
14

$ 67
$ 14
$ 371
$3,635

.00
.77
.90
12.69

c

LEDGER
ACCT

y

JOB ORDER
REFERENCE

DEBIT
AMOUNT

CENTS
ELIMINATION

REMARKS

RECONDITIONED ITEMS
COST CTR

m

15100 -14
15100 -14
15100 -14
15100 -14
28100 -13
25200 -36
48000 -13
48000 -14
48000 -14
48000 -14
48000 -14

-•

JOB ORDER

AMOUNT

STOCK NO.

$ .00
$ .00
$ .00
$ 67.00
.00

R 000004
R 000011
R 000004
R U00011
EZ000550
EZ000924 1631 -E
G 000273 1631 -G
M 000018
M 000127
M 000127
M 000018 1631 -M

M8105
$ 17.50
$ 81.75
$ 83.30
$235.90
$116.19
$ 61.25
$662.89

G9575

CENTER

REQ NO.

84.50
81.75

496.64

DETAIL LISTING- STORES ISSUES
JOURNAL VOUCHER 14
COST CENTER
OR LEDGER ACCT

V

JOB
ORDER

PAGE NO. 048

STOCK NO.

QUANTITY
ISSUED

AMOUNT
OF ISSUE

REQUISITION
NUMBER

41000 -14
41000 -14
41000 -14
41000 -14
41000 -14

K 00410
K 00092
K 00222
K 00489
K 00447

10
2
5
1,700
4

$ 9.31
$ .26
$10.62
$20.40
$71.58

05178
05459
05459
05575
05688

10 -25
10-27
10-27
10 -28
10 -31

41000 -14

K 00446

1

$23.61

05688

10-31

C.P.
NUMBER

DATE'
OF ISSUE

less items for use by the stores department.
System and Computer Programs
The following is a more detailed examination and review of the system and
the computer programs used:
Program 605 -01 Daily Stores Exception
Report (Exhibit 2)
The stores inventory and control department forwards transaction cards to
the data processing department. The
transaction cards consist of the following:
— Source Document — Requisition to
Storekeeper
—Stores Master File Correction Card
Deletion card —to delete a stock item
New item card —to add a new stock
item
Change card —to change a master
item on tape
—Stores All Purpose Transaction Card
(handwritten)
Receipt Correction —to correct a previously submitted receipt card
Issue correction —to correct a previously submitted issue card
Receipt card —to record the receipt
of material on order
Order card —to record the placement
of an order for material
—Stores Receipt for Reconditioned Items
Reconditioned item —to record the
receipt of a reconditioned item
— Returned to Stores Credit Memo —to
record the return of material to
stores for credit
—Order Card— pre - punched and mark sensed—to record the placement of
an order for material
— Receipt Card — pre - punched and mark sensed—to record the receipt of material on order
—Issue card —to record the withdrawal
of material from stores
The stores exception report (Exhibit
2) is produced daily for items which require the stores department's attention.
Items which are on order but not received are listed when the quantity on
hand falls below the safety quantity
shown on the master record. These items
are noted on the report in the expedite
column. Items which have a credit bal38

ance in the on order or quantity on hand
fields of the master record are listed
on the exception report.
An updated inventory balance and a
summary of the daily receipts issues
and adjustments by inventory commodity group are printed at the completion
of the daily transactions processing. The
total transaction cards processed are
also shown on this summary page (Exhibit 2).
Throughout the month, the daily
stores update and exception report operation produces order cards for the stores
department, for items which require reorder action. A reorder code is placed
on the stores master tape to denote that
an order card has been punched.
When the stores department initiates
reorder action, the order card is returned
to the data processing department for
processing against the master inventory
history tape. At this time the reorder
code on the tape is removed.
Program 605 -IA Monthly Listings —
Stores Masters Awaiting Re -order
At month end, the stores master tape
is reviewed for master items with the
reorder code on the tape denoting that
an order card has been produced for
the stores department's reorder action.
Each master item with this reorder
code is printed out on a checklist for use
by the stores department in reconciling
their order cards not processed with the
master tape file. This is a program for
control purposes to account for all order
cards produced by the computer during
the daily runs and sent to the stores department for reorder action.
Program 605 -02 Daily Stores Issues,
Credits and Corrections Listing
During the daily stores department's
activity processing (Program 605 -01),
cards are punched for calculated issues,
issue corrections, and return to stores
credit memos. These punched cards are
listed and totaled in order to furnish the
stores department and the general accounting department with an itemized
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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STORES EXCEPTION REPORT

10.31 -66
UI ON CARD
QUANT ERROR

y

13
13
13
13

.030
.238
18.160
.270

31
2110

20000

$
$

$

13.250CR

18.248
144.528CR
208.320

$
$

.000

$

$

$ 73.500
$ 38.400
$ 430.120

.000

$
$
$
$
$

10.520
56.830
105.442
3.275
91.594

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$790.560

$

12.450
38.681
3.099

$

$
$
$

$
$

$

403.931

$ 326,909.089
$1,713,205.279

$11,332.289

$

$

.000

$

$

$

$

$

$3,324.369

$

$ 215,872.501
$ 139,063.878
$ 110,301.122

$

$

$

$
$

$

$
$
$

cc

TOTALS
TOTALS

$ 27,230.861
$ 158,493.957
$ 23,492.139
$ 30,738.454
$ 168,779.350
$ 10,636.253
$ 837,491.758
$
9,929.483
$ 14,153.618
$ 18,895.291
$ 37,389.800
$
5,164.113
$
4,793.891
$
.000
$ 39,107.222

$

$

$ .000
$816.240

y

W

INVENTORY VALUE

$

$

$2,795,599

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$
$

$

.000

$

.000

CREDIT

XXX

$

$

$ 25.680
$ .000

REORDER

XXX
XXX

ISSUES

$
$
$

EXPEDITE

XXX

.039
503.260
.000
3.240

RECEIPTS

ADJUSTMENTS

$

N

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
K
L
M
N
P
R
S
T
U
X
TOTALS
B
C
D
L
T
U

$

m

COMMODITY

12

VALUE

$

04GO504
KC00000
06TO102
03AO601

$

4

00120
00083
00258
00520
01435B
03055

UNIT AVE

ON ORDER

$

m

A
B
B
B
B
B

LOCATION

ON -HAND

$

STOCK NO.

UN COST

$11,332.289
$11,737.220

$ 192,668.695
$ 272,904.514
$ 938,810.710
$2,644,015.989

10 -31 -66

NEW ITEM

DEL CHG
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record of the daily stores consumption
(Exhibit 2).

b0

This daily report flags each item of
consumption which exceeds $300, as a
reminder to the general accounting department to investigate the validity of
the accounting charge. The total number
of transactions listed is shown on the
report for control purposes.
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Program 605 -03 Tape Sort of Stores
Transactions by Accounting Charge
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rection, reconditioned items, return to
stores credit memo and the issues.
On a semi - monthly basis, this program
reviews the above transactions on the
tape against the master cost center and
job order cards in the data processing
department to determine the accuracy
of the cost center or job order charge.
Transactions with incorrect cost centers

W

Stores correction forms (Exhibit 3)
are prepared by the general accounting
department and forwarded to the data
processing department for key - punching
and processing. The program will then
correct the transactions tape based on
the correction card data and an updated
tape is generated. Transactions with job
order charges assigned to them are
checked against the master job order file
in the data processing department, and
cost center or subledger accounting
charges are assigned to the transactions
from the job order master file in the data
processing department.
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charge list for review by the general
accounting department. The necessary
action to correct the charge is then
taken.
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Program 605 -04 Stores Transactions

The stores department's transactions
tape for the month requires a review
of those items which have been assigned an accounting charge. Transac-
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EXHIBIT 9
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Program 605 -05 Stores Stock Status
Report and Auditor's Run
The purpose of this program is to
produce an inventory status of each item
on inventory as at the end of the month.
In addition, the program produces an
updated stores master, which reflects
the current month and previous eleven
months usage on the master updated
record. Total inventory balances by
commodity group are summarized in
this report to reflect the inventory condition as at month end. For control
purposes, the general accounting department can check these balances with
the balances reported on the daily activity run for the last day of the month to
verify that all records were transferred
to the updated master tape.
Upon request by the internal auditor,
a print -out is made listing only those
stock items which had no usage in the
twelve -month period. An inventory card
is then punched for each of the items
listed for analysis and use by the internal
auditor.
Program 605 -06 Stores Distribution of
Costs
In the first phase of this program, the
stores distribution journal voucher #14
(Exhibit 1) is prepared from the stores
transaction tape for the month. Stores
transactions included are the issue corrections, return to stores credit memos,
and issues. Also included in this phase
of t he run is the punching of receipt
cards for the accrual and variance report using the receipt correction and
the receipt. Summary cost cards for
costs incurred by object class within
cost center are also punched for subsequent use in the subsidiary expense
ledger report.
After the stores journal voucher has
been prepared, a detailed listing of all
stores transactions involving reconditioned items returned to stores for credit
is printed (Exhibit 1). This list serves
as a basis for the required journal entry
by the general accounting department.
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The second phase of this program
lists all the cards stored on the transactions tape (Exhibit I). This listing represents the detail supporting the journal
voucher distribution. A last page printout on the detail listing summarizes the
total costs of issues by stores commodity.
These totals, as well as the intermediate
totals of costs by object class within cost
center must agree with the totals on the
journal voucher distribution report.
An additional output of this program
lists the stores transactions for the
month in requisition number order within stock number. This listing is for the
stores department.
The following additional programs
are used in the system to provide management and internal audit control reports for the store inventory operation.
Program 605 -8A Stores Inventory
Control — Stores Catalog
The purpose of this program is twofold:
1. Update the regular and spare parts
catalog items for additions and deletions.
2. Print the stores catalogs for both regular and spare parts items and produce updated catalog tapes with new
numbers assigned to the catalog
items. Item numbers are assigned to
each stock item, as a means for preparing the stores catalogs in size or
group order. This enables a catalog
user to readily locate an item in the
catalog by commodity group. The
regular and spare parts items are
stored on separate tapes for functional purposes.
Program 605 -09 Stores Slow Moving
Items Report
This program is to computer -check
the stores master tape for all regular
stock items with no usage in the past
twelve months. Those items with no
usage are printed on the slow- moving
items report. Periodically, the stores department reviews the spare parts items
as well as the regular items for no usage.
These reports receive plant -wide distribution.
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Program 605 -10 Stores $100 or
Less Report, 10% Random Sample
and Inventory Tags
This program produces the annual
report of all stores items on hand at the
end of the calendar year, which have
an inventory value of $100 or less. From
these $100 or less items, a 10% random
sample is taken and inventory tag cards
are punched for these items. A listing is
then prepared of these cards.
Both reports summarize the number
of items and the inventory value of
these items by commodity group. A
grand total summary of these totals is
produced at the end of each of the reports.
Verification of the inventory balances
of these items can be made from the
stores stock status report prepared at the
end of the calendar year ( Program 60505) . These reports are prepared for the
stores department and copies are submitted to the general accounting department for test -check purposes.
The number of items in this $ 100 or
less category represents more than 80%
of the 21,000 items in the inventory.
Program 605 -11 Stores Other Than
$100 or Less Items and Inventory Tags
The stores inventory report of all
items on hand in stores which have an
inventory value over $100 is produced
by this program. Inventory tag cards
are also punched for these items. The
report is prepared for the stores department and a copy is forwarded to the general accounting department for test check purposes. This report also summarizes the number of items and the
inventory value of these items by commodity group.
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As with the $100 or less report, verification of the inventory balances can be
made from the stores stock status report. Reconciliation to the stock status
report ( Program 605 -05) can be made
by adding the commodity group inventory balances of this report to the commodity group inventory balances shown
on the stores -$100 or less report (Program 605 -10).
Program 605 -12 Stores Annual
Inventory Analysis Cards
This program produces the stores inventory analysis cards from the stores
master tape for designated items as specified by the stores department locator
cards. These punched inventory analysis
cards include the prior three months'
usage and the total value of the item
in the inventory. The cards are retained
for use on the annual inventory analysis
report.
Program 605 -13 Stores Annual
Inventory Analysis Report
This program produces the annual
inventory analysis report of stores items
by commodities of "family items "; for
example, drills, hardware, reamers, etc.
This report indicates the average monthly usage, the unit price and total dollars
of average monthly usage, and the inventory value of the item in the commodity group. Only those items specified
by the stores department are included
in this report.
Conclusion
This system has been in full operation since August 1965. The results
have been most gratifying inasmuch as
benefits from the system have been
realized by departments outside the procurement and accounting divisions.
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Inventory Management through Inventory Ratios
B y HAROLD D. YOUELL

A C C O U N T A N T S believe that inventory management is the responsibility of the manufacturing departments. Actually this is far from the
truth. An aggressive accountant must
furnish facts and figures to the manufacturing departments and open the door to
the vast amount of information he has
at his fingertips.
Perhaps one of the best tools available
today to measure the results of inventory
management are inventory ratios. The
inventory ratios are obtained by dividing
the inventory dollars by the average
monthly usage dollars.
Inventory ratios are often affected by
many factors:
1. Sales
2. Economic lot sizes, economic buys,
minimum buys, scheduled items and
lead times.
3. Customers' inventories
4. Delivery service items or spare parts
orders
5. New products or models
6. Suppliers' strikes

M

OST

Carrying Cost
A statement was once made that " t h e

cost of carry ing inv entory is a fac tor
whic h ten ds to d im inis h p rof it ." Let us

break down some of these factors and
see just what the estimated annual costs
are to carry each dollar of excessive inventory (Exhibit 1):
Interest (4.5) can represent either borrowed capital or that sum which is realized on invested capital.
Property taxes and insurance (2.5)
Storage and handling (6.2), which in-

cludes buildings, storage containers, lift
trucks, etc.
Clerical (2.0) covers the cost of maintaining stock records, ledgers, compiling reports, etc.
Obsolescence (1.5) is generally defined as
the result of engineering changes which
affect the usage, material, or design of a
product.
Deterioration and loss (3.3)—Deterioration is damage by corrosion, rot and
damage from absorption or loss of moisture of solvents. Loss is simply, as the
term implies, either due to mishandling
or pilferage.
This gives us an estimated total of 20
cents for each dollar of excessive inventory before taxes. Many organizations
and companies have made scientific analyses of the cost of carrying materials in
inventory which have ranged from 13
cents to 35 cents, and many have generally agreed that 24 cents is a reason-

HAROLD D. YOUELL, Peoria Chapter 1955, is Inventory
Consultant, Manufacturing General Offices, Caterpillar Tractor Company, Peoria, Ill. He attended Illinois State University, Normal, Ill.
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EXHIBIT I

INCREASE x $ 5, 700.00
("ED COST TD CARRY IM

EXHIBIT 2
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able figure which is higher than in our
analysis.
In reality, if you hold a dollar's worth
of excessive inventory long enough, the
only value left will be the scrap value.
For illustration let us apply this cost to
the results of operations for a medium size company and see how it compares
with their profit and sales picture.
In 1966 the total profit amounted to
12.4 million dollars on 116.1 million dollars of sales. To break this down further,
it amounted to 10.7 cents profit for each
dollar of sales after taxes. If we convert

the cost to carry one dollar of excessive
inventory, which was estimated at 20
cents to an after -tax position, and assume they fall in the 50- percent tax
bracket, therefore, we should divide the
cost by two.
This gives us a cost of 10 cents after
tax to carry one dollar of excessive inventory one year. With this information
we have the ingredients to mathematically compute the cost of carrying all of
the excess inventories.
Let us take a look at a formula:

Cost
to carry
($) each year x Excessive inventory
Excessive
inventory
R ')
Profit per $ sales

Now to substitute some figures in the
formula: .10 times $1 million (a hypothetical excessive inventory amount) divided by .107 profit would require
$934,579 sales after taxes. Looking at it
another way, if you hire a man at a salary of $5,000 per year to reduce inventory, he needs only to reduce your excessive inventory $50,000 per year to pay
his wages. We do not suggest that you
should go out and hire people; you can
probably find ways to reduce inventories
with your present staff.
Let us approach our inventory problem in still a different manner and assume that: As of the end of December,
the company's inventory amounted to
$14.6 million and its usage was $5.7 million, which gives an inventory ratio of
2.56.
Picture, if you will, this inventory as a
big sponge and assuming that, the company's usage remains constant at $5.7
million for each reduction of its inventory ratio of one - hundredth, their inventory would reduce $57,000.
The president and board of directors
of the company have set inventory-ratio
of 2.25 as a goal; however, they pointed
out that this was a flexible goal. When
we compare this inventory ratio goal of
2.25 with the December end ratio of
AUGUST1967

Sales necessary
= inventory

2.56, it would appear that they could
wring out of inventory .31 or a $1.7
million reduction in inventory.
Returning to the carrying cost formula per each dollar of excess inventory,
we can compute the actual cash loss to
carry the total inventory one year. In
this case .10 x $1.7 million gives us a
$176,000 cash loss each year on the excess inventory. If we divide this amount
by .107 profit per dollar of sales, we
realize the company needs $1.6 million
of sales after tax just to pay for carrying
this excess inventory. So, for a simple
rule of thumb, each decrease of .01 in
its inventory ratio represents $5,700 in
savings after taxes.
Assume that the company's usage did
not remain constant, that due to a decrease in sales its usage decreased 16 percent. To make it easier to visualize, we
have rounded out its inventory from 14.6
million to 15.0 million, its usage from
5.7 million to 6.0 million, and the ratio
from 2.56 to 2.50.
As shown in Exhibit 2, the inventory
ratio has increased from 2.50 to an even
3.00. Now we have stated that for each
decrease of 1/100 in inventory ratio the
company's inventory would decrease
$57,000. This decrease in usage of 16
percent has caused the inventory ratio
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to increase 501100 over their previous
inventory ratio. Therefore, the company
has increased its excess inventory $2.8
million.
Using our previous formula, the cost
to carry $1.00 of excess inventory one
year times the excess inventory, we obtain the cost to carry the total excess inventory one year. To substitute figures,
.10 x $2.8 million = $285,000 profit
after taxes to carry this inventory. This
is in addition to the $1.7 million amount
we determined was excessive when we
compared the actual inventory ratio of
2.56 with the ratio goal of 2.25.
You can readily see the impact of reduced sales and usage profit and should
dramatize the speedy action this company should take if reduced sales should
come about.
What are some of the things we should
do to hold inventories to a minimum and
reduce our inventory ratios?
Manufacturing departments should:
Adhere to production schedules and parts
orders.
Take a realistic approach and reduce lead
times.
Reflect schedule changes to the factory
and purchasing department promptly.
Review scrap percentages.
Dispose of su rplu s or obsolete ma teria ls.

P u r c h a si n g d e p a r t m e n t s sh o u l d :
Redu ce procu rement times to a minimum.
Reflect requ irements' changes to suppliers
promptly.
Discou ra ge protective inventories.
See tha t materials are not delivered a head
of schedule and orders a re not over- delivered.
Process and clea r rejections.

Summary
We have discussed the importance of
inventory management and its overall
effect upon profit. To summarize:
1. Accountants share in the responsibility of managing inventories.
2. Inventory ratios are important yardsticks for inventory managers.
3. Excess inventories diminish profits.
4. Each of us plays a vital part in inventory management.
5. A reduction in inventory ratios (or
turnover rate) means cash savings to
our companies.
Every company has experienced periods when it was essential that we tighten
our belts and reduce our inventories.
However, this should be a never - ending
assignment. Ta k e a good look a t you r
company and ask yourself, "Just where
do we stand today ?" "Have we tightened
our belts lately ?"

The Future of Computerized Sales Forecasting
By J . Bichard Pa a ar o '

T

onne we are faced with an economic
complex so vast that, many times,

*Financial Analyst for General Electric Company, Flight Propulsion Division, Lynn, Mass.
He received his B.S. degree in Business Administration from Northeastern University and
recently completed the Company's Financial
Management Program.
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management cannot foretell —with any
degree of accuracy or reasonableness—
the future of their business. This leads
them to ask the question —Can't we
foretell in some reasonable way the future in light of the present and projected
economic conditions that exist in the
market.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

How can a firm foretell the future
with certainty? The answer is that forecasts need not be certain. Then how,
ask the critics, can long -range sales forecasting be of much help in planning?
The point to be made is that long -range
forecasting can be an effective management decision - making tool without dealing in certainties. Management's aim
shou ld b e to ga in n ot a ha rd a nd fast
outline of the future, but an evaluation
of probabilities on which it can make
informed decisions.
Computer Processing
Let us examine a technique used by
many of this country's large industrial
concerns to provide the managers with
adequate, carefully organized information that can be used for rational judgment in making decisions about the future sales level of the business. The
technique incorporates, as its primary
source of input, the analytical work per lformed by a market research staff.
At the outset of this study, certain
parameters must be established by management as limiting factors. Otherwise,
the study will not only be extremely
costly but the results gained therefrom
will probably be useless in light of the
scores of variables that could be fed into
the study.
From this type of study, comparisons
and correlations with concurrent operational, technological, political and economic events can be derived from which
appropriate forecast indicators can be
developed.
The next step is to derive a parameterized market projection, the aim of
which is to look at the effect on the
market of changes of the key variables.
At this stage, a program could be developed so that these variables can be
fed into a computer which can manipulate the data, to result in alternative market projections.
Certain decisions must be made by the
marketing staff prior to any manipulations. The forecasters must select the
AUGUST 1967

significant variables; such as consumer
income, price, system performance, and
availability of service. Then they decide
what the "most likely" future levels will
be. Allowances must also be made for
other possibilities; i.e., the "most likely"
levels may not in fact be realized. When
they have a range of demand or "output"
figures correlated with different "input"
levels for one variable, they take another
critical variable and repeat the process.
The final result is a matrix of sales
projections showing how sensitive the
forecast is to various changes in each of
the input variables. It is fairly obvious
that a great amount of work can be
avoided if this type of staff research
could be aided by using a computer program and a computer to process the necessary input data in order to develop
the matrix previously mentioned.
However, only when multitudes of input data are needed (many variables to
affect the market projection) as part of
the study, can a firm properly use the
services of a computer. It is the time and
effort of developing an effective computer program as well as the running
time of the hardware that must be measured against the hand or desk calculator
methods used by market researchers.
One aerospace firm develops its long
range business plans on what types of
weapons systems are to be funded by
the Defense Department and their
"guesstimate" of which of these systems
can be successfully bid on and won. This
is a procedure which needs no sophisticated computer program as a tool, but
rather a few staff people and a desk calculator.
Computer Simulation
Another technique that seems to show
great promise as a forecasting tool is
computer simulation of the market. The
objective is to make the purchasing behavior of the simulated unit perform like
the purchasing behavior of the real consumers for which they stand. The key to
accomplishing this is the concept of
probability.
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Through simulation, various alternative strategies can be tried on the simulated market, and the reactions of the
simulated market can be used to forecast how the real market will behave.
The simulations can be corrected by periodic checks against real events in the
market. Through this continuous correction process, the simulation's congruence
with the real -world market would continuously improve.
The prospect of wider utilization of
this forecasting technique is favorable,
for it provides a way t o con du ct test market experiments at extraordinary
speed and at a fraction of their present
costs. A greater degree of accuracy can
be achieved because of the use of vast
funds of information.
The highly creative effort, the daring
innovation, gets discouraged because it
hSvolves too much risk. Now it can be
tried on a working model of the market
with minor implications of risks involved
in the test results.
The "Role Playing" Technique
One company takes this technique of
computer simulation one step further.
In addition to having market researchers
gather data for computer input and simulation, this firm organized a staff of well
diversified company people, such as men
from finance, engineering, manufacturing and administration. The purpose of
this select group is to play the role of
decision- making managers in a customer
firm which is evaluating one of their
products for purchase. This is similar to
the "role playing" used in management
training.
Each participant tries to appraise objectively the company's product against
competing products. To be effective,
they must, of course, be hard - headed
about this aspect. Then a forecast is developed of the customer's likely pur-
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chases of this company's product —doing
this for each potential customer of all
products. The final results are examined
and compared with the computer results
and are subjected to the tests of reasonableness.
Where objectivity and realism are
primary goals to top management in its
long -range planning, this sales forecasting technique may be a useful addition
to any of the present forecasting methods. It combines the necessary "legwork" of market researchers who provide all pertinent information} on the
study, the utilization of a computer -to
process large amounts of data quickly
and cheaply in order to simulate and
project certain market situations, and
the work of specialists on how the
customer will react to the firm's products.
Conclusion
Ideally, these three elements of sales
forecasting— research, simulation and
analysis— should be incorporated into
any large company's marketing organization. The degrees to which management may want to u se an y of the elements must be decided upon by these
same managers. It can be a costly forecasting technique if management decides
to restaff its marketing research organization; to develop a computer program
tailored to their needs; use the program; and provide some realistic method
of objectively analyzing the results,
modifying them as necessary and even
playing the game of the potential customer.
However, if management does not
provide some effective combination of
these three elements, they will soon realize the folly of trial -and error forecasting methods. The economy is too dynamic to wait for the slow- comers.
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Maintenance Material Inventory Control
B y W I LL I A M N. SMITH
a n d G . F . REI CH ENBACH

items are stored by outside vendors on a
contract basis.
Requisitions

A

NEW teleprocessing system, which

has been installed in the Texas Di-vision of The Dow Chemical Company
at Freeport, Texas, is being utilized for
Et compbter control of maintenance and
supply item inventory.
The system has been in operation
since January 1, 1966 and is very satisfactory. It includes the use of an IBM
7740 Communication Control System,
IBM 1410 Data Processing System, IBM
1.050 Data Communication System, IBM
2302 Disk File, and Teletype No. 28
RO Printers, and provides random access to 22,000 master records of the
maintenance and supply items. A p ortion of these 22,000 items are stored in
Dow warehouses while the remaining

The user - requisitioner in any part of
either Plant A or Plant B phones his request to 4 Central Order Office located
at Stores Department. He gives his account number, distribution code, work order number, quantity, delivery information, and the commodity code, if it is
known. If the commodity code is not
known, the order clerk can quickly find
it through the use of a Linedex at the
Central Order Office.
From one to seven items may be requisitioned on one transmission. The order clerk fills out a "Material and Supplies from Stock" form and hands it to
one of the IBM 1050 operators. The
IBM 1050 Printer - Keyboard is the first
step of the teleprocessing portion of the
system.

WILLIAM N. S MITH is a S y ste ms S p e c ia list with th e Te x a s
Div ision of Th e Dow Ch emica l Co., Fre epo rt, Tex. Mr. Smith

holds a B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering from the UniverMY of Tex as, Austin, Tex .

G. F. REICHEN BACH is a S e n io r Pro g ra mme r in th e Da ta
Processing Department of the Te xa s Div isio n of T h e D o w
Chemical Co., Freep ort, Tex.
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The entry from the 1050 requires certain constant header information and
trailer information for each transmission. This is in a paper -tape loop to
eliminate the manual typing of the header as well as to speed up the time for
each transmission.
The paper tape is read from a Paper
Tape Reader and the information is
transmitted to the IBM 7740 along with
the manually entered information
through the keyboard. The trailer information then completes the transaction
to indicate to the 7740 that this is one
complete transmission. The transmission
is made through the use of the telephone
company's 103 F Data sets, and telephone lines, to the 7740 located in Data
Processing Department in the Administration Building.
The 7740, receiving a transmission
from an input terminal, interrupts the
processing being done on the 1410 Data
Processing unit, stores the program in
core, calls in the proper teleprocessing
program, performs all of the teleprocessing program functions, gives the data
back to th e 7740 for delivery to a receiving terminal, then calls the program
back into core to continue processing
where it was interrupted.
There are three programs involved in
the teleprocessing portion of this system, one for requisitions, one for receipts, and one for inquiries.
The requisitions program is called
into core as a result of an entry from the
1050 units. The program searches for
the corresponding master record for the
commodity code given and brings this
record from the IBM 2302 disk storage
file into core for processing.
The requisitions program next determines if the item is one that is stored in
a Dow warehouse or one that is stored
at one of the contract vendors.
Warehouse Stored Material
If the item is stored in a Dow warehouse, the warehouse location is determined and the requisition printed on a
teletype printer at that warehouse. The
50

requested quantity is subtracted from the
quantity on hand and the transaction is
written to the Temporary Activity Record in the disk.
The minimum, or reorder point, is
recalculated according to the past three
months usage and last year's usage. This
new minimum is compared to the quantity on hand and on order and if the
item needs to be ordered a record is
written on the Release Record area of
the disk. The quantity to order is computed based on usage, value, lead time,
and quantity already on order, if any.
The quantity, vendor code, plant and
due date are written in one of the open
release fields for this master record. The
release fields are checked to determine
if any outstanding releases are past due
and, if so, a message is printed out on a
1050 Printer- Keyboard in Purchasing
Department to expedite this release.
If there is an insufficient amount on
hand to fill the request, a message is
printed out. On receipt of this message,
the 1050 operator enters a new request
for the quantity on hand and reports the
fact to the "trouble- shooter" in Stores
Department. He checks with the requisitioner by phone about a possible substitution of other material for the unfilled portion, or whether or not to put
the unfilled quantity on backorder to be
delivered when new stocks have been received.
Vendor Stored Material
If the item is stocked by a vendor, the
program first checks the on -hand field
of the master record. If there is a balance on hand of sufficient quantity, the
requisition will be printed out at that
particular warehouse where the material
is located. If the balance on hand is not
of sufficient quantity to fill the request,
the entire amount is requested from the
vendor.
A receipt card is generated for each
item and punched on an IBM 1058
Printing Card Punch located at the
Stores - Receiving area. The cards are
filed temporarily by release number unMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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tiil the material is received and spot - card input punched from source docuchecked at the Receiving Department.
ments and a complete listing of these
A copy of the requisition is used to changes is printed out on the 1402
pull the proper receiving card by release Printer as the transactions are being
number. If the quantity received agrees processed.
with the quantity ordered the card is
Next, all of the activity that transpired
placed in a card reader at Stores and during the working day, including issues
transmitted to the 7740. This causes the from a warehouse or receipt of material
receipts program to be called in to proc- from the contract vendors, are pulled
ess the receipt, which causes a transac- off of the Temporary Activity Record of
tion to be written on the Activity Record the disk and put to tape. All warehouse
area of the disk.
issues and receipts are written to a week If the quantity received does not agree to -date warehouse activity tape, updatwith the quantity ordered, the clerk ing each day, for a weekly total on Fripunches manually the quantity received day.
into an exception field of the receipt
The vendor receipts are written to a
card. This is then the quantity used by VSP activity tape which is later sorted
the program to write the transaction to to produce the vendor's invoice to us for
the Activity Record.
all material received from him during
that day.
Status Changes
All transactions with a suspense acAt the end of each day's transmission, count number, i.e., those requiring billthe 7740 is taken off -line and the status ing or invoicing to a contractor, are writchanges to the master records are batch ten to a suspense account tape to later
processed. Status changes are made using produce a Suspense Report (Exhibit 1)
AUGUST1967
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EXHIBIT 2

from which the Maintenance Accounting
Department is able to invoice the contractor having all of the necessary information on this suspense report.
After sorting the VSP activity tape to
vendor code and release number sequence, the daily VSP invoice is printed
for each vendor separately and cards
are punched to be included in the Accounts Payable program for writing the
voucher to cover all transactions on each
invoice. The VSP activity week -to -date
is used to produce the Weekly Maintenance Material Issues report.
Reports
M
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of each week the Dow Warehouse Activity tape is sorted to commodity code
sequence and a report printed showing
all the activity of each item in a warehouse during that previous week. This
report includes issues, receipts, material
transfers, inventory adjustments, etc., by
date of transaction. It is further broken
down by expendable and non- expendable material.
MA IN TE N A N C E MA TE R IA L IS SUES R E -

PORT. The week -to -date activity tapes
are sorted to account and commodity
code sequence at the end of each week
and the Maintenance Material Issues Report is printed (Exhibit 2) . A copy of
this report is sent to each superintendent
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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EXHIBIT 3

which allows him to review the amounts
for maintenance and supply material
charged to his account for the previous
week.
OTHER REPORTS. Other reports available include a monthly evaluation report
listing all items in warehouses and the
value of each. Subtotals are given for all
expendable and non - expendable materials which furnishes the Maintenance Accounting Department with an inventory
book value of all items in stock.
Inquiries are available for Purchasing
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Department to mail to their vendors to
quote on items for a new blanket order.
New purchase orders are also printed
for them.
A complete catalog listing is available
of maintenance and supply items, including the VSP items. This can be broken
down to any of the five vendors without
printing the balance.
Many other reports are available on
request to give usage figures of these
items as well as vendor performance
( Exhibit 3) .
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Trading Stamp Accounting
average. Thus, even with this increase,
the revenue from the sale of stamps that
will not be redeemed may still be as low
as 1.65 mills.
Second, stamps are paid for approxiwhat
type
of
business
do
trading
NTO
stamp companies fall? They have mately one year before date of redempbeen called promotion companies. They tion. Since stamps are usually accumuhave been called service orgnizations. lated on a continuing basis, the stamp
Many manufacturers have called them company has the use of sales revenue
distributors. Many people have called for an average of six months before dethem parasites, robbers, con men, and a livery of merchandise is effected. If this
multitude of other unflattering names. money has a value of 6 %, a company
Financial operating statistics can prove, selling a stamp for 1.60 mills would
however, that many stamp companies gain an additiona1.05 mills.
are the most efficient distributors of conIn summary, this company is distribsumer goods in the nation today and uting merchandise with a retail value of
should properly be classified as such.
2.50 mills in return for a revenue of 1.70
The value of most trading stamps in mills, thus allowing a discount of .80
merchandise at the point of redemption mills or 32% from the retail price.
is 2.50 mills. The revenue from the sale
At the time the trading stamp comof some trading stamps is as low as 1.60 pany sells stamps to a merchant, the
mills. How can a company whose reve- company places a portion of the revenue
nue is 1.60 mills on a single stamp offer from that sale into a reserve. The portion
merchandise worth 2.50 mills in ex- placed into the reserve is an amount
sufficient to redeem the stamps from that
change?
In addition to efficiency, two other sale which will ultimately be presented
factors assist in making this possible. for redemption. The revenue from that
First, some of the stamps sold are never sale represented by the stamps that will
presented for redemption. How much ultimately be destroyed is taken into the
revenue is gained from these stamps? current year's profit. That portion of the
From the information available, the ad- revenue set aside in the reserve is comditional revenue is as low as .05 mills, parable to the "Cost of Sales" of a typiwith .08 appearing to be an approximate cal merchandising firm.
B y J O HN MI CHAEL

I

JOHN MICHAEL, Salt Lake Area Chapter 1963, is Vice
Presid e nt a nd Co ntrolle r, Go ld S trike Stamp Compa ny , S alt
La k e City , Uta h . Mr. Mich a e l is a g rad u a te o f Brev a rd a n d
Cleven ger Colleg es in North Caro lina and th e U.S . Merchant
Marine Ac a d emy . Before joining Gold Strike he was emplo yed as a Cost Acco untant by Fo od Mac hin ery an d Chemical Corp.
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The Cost of Sales
The calculation of the cost of sales of
a trading stamp company is a procedure
that is singular to the industry. Two variables are involved in this calculation.
First, the cost of sales in dollars per unit;
and second, the number of units.
In computing the cost per unit, the
actual cost of redemption in the current
year is calculated; then the amount per
unit in the reserve for the stamps outstanding at the end of the period is adjusted to the same unit. The amount expended in the current year and the
amount in the ending reserve are combined to arrive at the sum available for
redemptions for the year. This total is
decreased by the beginning reserve to
arrive at the amount to be placed in the
reserve during the current year.
In calculating the cost of the current
year's redemptions, the following items
-ire combined:
— factory cost of merchandise
— inbound freight
— inventory control costs
— warehouse receiving, storing and shipping costs
— outgoing freight (to redemption centers)
— redemption center receiving costs
— mark -downs
— stamps over - and -short (by redemption
centers)
— merchandise over - and -short
— redemptions for cash
The manufacturing method of estabRishing inventory values is used. The factory cost of merchandise and inbound
freight are treated as raw material and
work -in- process costs are applied as the
mventory moves from one location to
another and increases in value. The final
addition to inventory value is the unloading cost at the redemption center.
'Two inventory evaluation points are
used: (I) the central warehouse and (2)
the redemption center warehouse(s).
In reconciling the cost of the current
year's redemptions, the inventory value
of merchandise issued is combined with
mark - downs, merchandise shrinkage,
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stamps over - and -short (by redemption
center), and redemptions for cash. Exhibit 1 illustrates the method of evaluating inventories and reconciling the cost
of redemptions.
In considering the quantity of units to
be placed in the reserve, no endeavor is
made to determine the quantity that will
be destroyed. By recording the dates of
issue and the dates of redemption, the
quantity of each month's issues that have
been redeemed is determined. Thus, the
quantity of each month's issues that are
still outstanding is determined. Of those
outstanding, some will be redeemed
while some have been destroyed. Since
it is not possible to determine the quantity that will be destroyed, both groups
are deducted from sales in establishing
reserves.
Necessity for Control
A trading stamp company has three
primary responsibilities:
1. To its customers, the merchants who
issue the stamps, to provide a program attractive enough to get consumers to patronize their places of
business;
2. To the consumer who saves the
stamps to provide quality merchandise for redemption of all stamps presented. In order to fulfill this obligation the stamp company must place
an adequate amount of each sales
dollar into a reserve for these redemptions. if too much of the sales
dollar is taken into profit, the stamp
company cannot fulfill its obligation
to the consumer who accepted and
saved the stamps in good faith.
3. To all income taxing agencies to take
into profit and pay taxes on all stamps
sold which will not be redeemed.
Thus, from the last two responsibilities, there is a definite conflict of interest
to the extent that an error in establishing
correct reserves will prevent the fulfilling
of the obligation to either the consumer
or the taxing agency. For this reason, a
very tight, detailed control of the flow
of stamps from their origin at the printer
to their destruction after redemption and
audit is required. The following is a
sample procedure used.
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INVENT ORIES

Qu antity
in P ads

Amou nts

$

$

Unit

Re c e i p t s

-

Wa r eh o u se
Beginning Inventory
f, o. b. Wa r e ho u se
Inv en to ry C on tr ol
Wa re ho u sin g

Sh i p m e nt s t o R e d e m pt i o n Ce n t e r s
O t h e r I ssu e s
Endi ng I nven tory

Re d e m p t i o n C e n t e r s
Beginni ng Inv entory
Receipts
Fr e i g h t t o R e d em p t i o n C e n t e r s
Re d e mp t i o n C e nt e r Re c e iv i n g

Me r c h a n d i se I ssu e d fo r S t a m p s
O t h e r I ssu e s
Ending Inve ntory

COST O F

50,000

7 .0 0 0 0

35 0 ,0 0 0

3 0 0 ,0 0 0

6 .7 5 0 0

2,025,000
2 0 ,0 0 0
7 5 ,0 0 0

3 5 0 ,0 0 0

7.0 5 7 1

2,470,000

3 1 0 ,0 0 0
2 ,0 0 0

7.0 5 7 1
7.0 5 7 1

2 ,1 8 7 ,7 1 4
14,114

3 8 ,0 0 0

7 .0 5 7 1

26 8 ,1 7 2

2 0 ,0 0 0

7 .1 5 0 0

143,000

3 1 0 ,0 0 0

7 .0 5 7 1

2,187,714
2 7 ,0 0 0
4 6 ,0 0 0

3 3 0 ,0 0 0

7 .2 8 4 0

2 ,4 0 3 ,7 1 4

3 0 0 ,0 0 0
8 ,0 0 0

7 .2 8 4 0
7 .2 8 4 0

2,185,195
58,272

22,000

7.2840

160,247

RED EM PT IO N RE CO NC IL IAT I ON
PADS

UNIT*

Inv en to ry Va lu e of M er ch a nd ise Issu ed
Mark -Down
Ov er / Sh or t Me rc ha nd ise
Ca sh R ed e mp t io n s
Over /Sh ort Sta mps

3 0 0 ,0 0 0

7 .2 5 5 0
.0 6 6 4
.0 1 3 3
.0 3 3 1

2,185,195
2 0 ,0 0 0
4,000
10,000

T o t a l C u r r e n t Y e a r 's R e d e m p t i o n s

301, 200*

7.3 6 7 8

2,219,195

1,300
(100)

AMOUNT

*Un i ts b a se d o n t o ta l r ed e m p ti o n s

EXHIBIT 1
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The Reconciliation of Stamps
Issued and Redeemed

Less issues
Vault to merchant
Salesman to merchant
Total issues
Ending inventory
Vault
Salesmen

used
Issues. The following format is
in reconciling stamps issued each month:
Stamp Va ult

Beginning inventory
Receipts from printer

1,000
500
1,500

Issues to merchants
Issues to salesmen
Ending inventory

400
200

600
900

Salesmen

300
200
500
300
200

Beginning inventory
Receipts from stamp vault
_Issues to merchants
Ending inventory
To ta l

Beginning inventory
Vault
Salesmen
Receipts from printer

Month

Current
month
issues

10

10,000

1,000
300

Company
to dale
issues

1,300
500
1,800

8,000

12

12,000

700
900
200
1,100

Re d e mp t i o n s . The company uses a
handwritten sales ticket to record stamps
redeemed; however, the official redemption record is that of the stamp auditor
at the time of destruction. The variance
between sales tickets and stamps destroyed is treated as a cost- of- redemption item.
Since the company issues merchandise
for values other than trading stamps and
redeems stamps for values other than
merchandise, a Weekly Redemption Report (Exhibit 2) is used for reconciling
redemption center operations.
Ma st e r C o n tr o l. The following format
is used as a master control of stamps issued and redeemed:

Current
month
redemptions

Co mp an y
to date
redemptions

Company
to date
percent
redeemed

60,000

54.50

67,000

56.77

75,000

57.70

7,000
110,000

11

400
300

7,000
118,000

8,000
130,000

When the company begins operation
in a new area, that area is treated as a
-new division, and a separate master control of issues and redemptions is set up.

of issues from a period that have been
redeemed, the quantities in each period
must be aged.
An insurance company ages people.

Aging

An accounts receivable clerk ages accounts receivable. How does a trading
stamp company age stamps?
The stamps are printed with serial
numbers. When they are issued, the date
and serial number are recorded. When
they are redeemed, the date and serial
number are recorded. For example:

The master control indicates the issues
of each period and the redemptions of
each period. It does not, however, indicate the quantity that have been redeemed from the issues of a given period. In order to determine the quantity
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Loca tion
Division

WE E KL Y RE D E M PT I O N RE PO RT

M

RF(:F.TVFT)

1.
2.
3.
4.

T

IV

Sto re No.
We e k E n d e d
Th

F

C

TOTAL

1.
2.

Sav e r B oo ks
I nc e nt ive C e rt ifi cat e s
Safe ty Poi nts
Ca s h C e r t i fi c at e s

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

5. D o N o t U s e
6. D o N ot U se
7.
8 . Sub - T ot al
9. E m pl oye e S al e s T ic ke ts
10. T otal Re d e mpti on U nits
T.QiCTTFTI OR FXCRANGF.TI

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Me rchand i se I ss ue d
th ro u h
Me rchand is e R et urne d
t h r o u gh
Net M erchandi se Is su ed
Sp e c i al Or d e r D e po s it s
t h r o u gh
Sub -T ot al
Cas h Re de mp ti on s*
G r o u p S a y. C e r t . E x c h a n ge d *

18. Do N ot Use
19 .
20 . Sub - T ot al
21 . R e d e m p t i o n U n i t s O v e r

11.
12•
13.
14.
15.
16.
17 .
18.
19.
2 0.
21 .
22 •
23.

Add

22. Or S ho rt Su bt ra ct
23 . T o t a l R e d e m p t i o n U n i t s
* Use Form 100B
Rep ort ed By
Signatu re
EXHIBIT 2

Stamp No. AAA 101

Year

Month

Day

Date o f re de mption

19 66

4

15

D a t e o f i ss u e

1965

3

10

1

1

5

Age

T h u s , t h e a g e is 1 ye a r a n d 1 m o n t h ,
o r 13 m o n t h s . F o r e a s e o f c o m p u t i n g ,
the m o n t h s that the c o m p a n y has been
is su in g st amp s is re co rd ed o n t he m as te r
c o n t r o l . F o r e x a m p l e , if t h e c o m p a n y
m a d e i t s fi r st i s s u e in J a n u a r y o f 1964,
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t h e n t h e a b o v e r e d e m p t i o n w a s m a d e in
t he 28 t h m o n t h f r o m s t a m p s issued in
the 15th month.
The

following

ch art s

indicate

the

s t e p s u s e d for agi ng s t am ps :
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CHART 1
ISSUES AND REDEMPTIONS
Year
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
Total

Issues
100
110
121
133
146
161
177
948

Redemptions
50
93
110
123
134
148
164
822

CHART 2
AGE OF STAMPS REDEEMED
Age
More
Than
0 yrs
1 yr
2 yrs
3 yrs
4 yrs
5 yrs
6 yrs

1st
Year
50

2nd
Year
55
38

50

93

Redemptions by Year
3rd
41h
5th
Year
Year
Year
61
67
73
42
46
50
7
8
8
2
2
1
—

Less
Than
1 yr
2 yrs
3 yrs
4 yrs
5 yrs
6 yrs
7 yrs
Total

110

123

134

61h
Year
81
55
9
2
1
0
148

7th
Year
89
61
10
3
1
0
0
164

CHART 3
STAMPS REDEEMED APPLIED TO YEARS OF ISSUE
Year
]st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
Total

Issues
100
110
121
133
146
161
177
948

Ist
50

2nd
38
55

3rd
7
42
61

50

93

110

Redemptions
4th
5th
2
1
8
2
46
8
67
50
73

123

134

61h
0
1
2
9
55
81
148

7th
0
0
1
3
10
61
89
164

Total
98
108
118
129
138
142
89
822

Year
1St
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
Total
AUGUST 1967

Issues
100
110
121
133
146
161
177
948

Redemptions
98
108
118
129
138
142
89
822

%

CHART 4
STAMPS REDEEMED FROM THE ISSUES OF THE RESPECTIVE YEARS
Redeemed
98
98
98
97
95
88
50
87
59

Cha rt 4 a bo ve indica te s tha t 9 8 % of the sta mps issu ed in the 1st, 2 nd, a nd 3rd
Yea r ha ve been redeemed. In the followin g yea rs, a sma l ler per centa ge have been
redeemed. Why? In analyzing Chart 3, the following is noted:
The
The
The
The

4 th
5 th
6th
7 th

year's
yea r's
year's
year's

issu es
issues
issues
issu es

have
ha ve
ha ve
ha ve

been
been
been
been

out only 4
out only 3
ou t only 2
out only 1

yea rs
yea rs
yea rs
year

50%
38
7%
2%
I%
%n

—
—

1st yea r of issue
2nd yea r of issue
3rd yea r of issue
4th yea r of issu e
5 th year of issu e

—

the
the
the
the
the

a re redeemed
are redeemed
a re redeemed
a re r edeemed
a re r edee med

—

In
In
In
In
In

—

And, i n a na l yzing the r edempt ions i n Cha rt 3 for the issu es of the fi rst 3 yea rs,
the following pattern is indica ted:

Now, if the pa ttern experienced in the first three yea rs is a pplied to the next fou r
yea rs, the following resu lts can be expected:
C H AR T 5
Actual
Redemptions
Thru 7th Year
129
138
142
89

8th
1
3
11
67

Forecast
Redemptions
9th
10th

11 th

Total
Redemptions
130
143
158
174

Issues
98
133
98
2
146
98
3
2
161
98
4
12
2
177
In the a bove exa mple, the cha rts indica te tha t a t lea st 9 8 % of the sta mps issu ed
ha v e be en or wil l be redeemed, and 2% are ou t st a nd in g o f whi ch a po rti on wi ll

Year
4th
5th
6th
7th

probably be destroyed.

In t h e a g i ng p r oc ess, i t is a fa i rl y sim ple op e ra t io n to re c or d issu es by da t e s
a n d seria l n u m b e r s, si nc e they a r e
pr in te d a n d issu ed in seria l n u m b e r seq u e n c e . Bu t, to re co rd the seria l n u m be rs of all st a m p s r e d e e m e d ea c h d a y
wo u l d b e a n e x p e n si v e a n d v e r y i m p r a c tical op e r a t i o n si n c e t h e st a m p s a r e not
pla ced in sa v e r b o o k s in seria l n u m b e r
se q u e n c e , a n d st a m p s i n a n y g i v e n b o o k
m a y be fr o m severa l ye a r s of issu e.
T h e r e fo r e , a st a t i st ic a l sa m p l i n g m e t h o d
is u sed r a t h e r t h a n re c or d in g all o f t h e
se r i a l n u m b e r s r e d e e m e d . T h e st a t i st i c a l
sa m pl i n g d oe s no t gi v e t h e p e rc e nt a g e o f
lost st a m p s n o r the a ge of the st a m p s
r e d e e m e d . T h e sa m p li n g te c hn i qu e is
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u se d t o r e d u c e t h e c o st o f r e c o r d i n g t h e
ma n y se r ia l nu m b er s.
T h e a bo v e met h od of a g in g a n d sampling ha s be e n a c c e pt e d b y the In t e r na l R e v e n u e Ser vi ce a s a re a so n a b l e
me th od ."

Reconciliation of the Reserve
for Future Redemptions
In c o m p u t i n g r e se r v e s, a n e w p e r c e n t a g e t o b e d e d u c t e d fr o m i s su e s i s d e t e r mi n e d ea c h yea r. T h i s pe r c e n t a g e m u st
be a ppl ied to the com pa ny -t o -d a te issu es
in or d er to a r r iv e a t a cu r re n t r ese rv e fo r
ou t st a nd i ng sta m ps. T h e fo ll o wi n g m od e l
il lu st ra te s th e recon cilia tion a n d the sequ e n c e o f st e p s u se d i n th e c o m p u t a t i o n .
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Reserve
Company -to -date
Pads
Steps
Beginning
Issues less
losses
Available
Redemptions
Ending

Current year
Unit
Amount
S
S
Steps
Steps
220,000
7.2200 (16) 1,588,400
Pads

—0—

Steps
(8)

(1)
(2)

2,000,000
2,000,000

(9)
(7)

281,200
501,200

(12)

7.3678

(17) 2,104,341
(14) 3,692,741

(3)
(4)

1,800,000
200,000

(6)
(5)

301,200
200,000

(II)
(13)

7.3678
7.3678

(10) 2,219,195
(15) 1,473,546

11
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Recent Publications

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING: INTERMEDIATE
Kenneth F. Byrd
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Clifls,
iV.J 07632, 1966, sixth edition, 871 pp.,
$10.95.
This is the Canadian Edition in which
accounting procedures distinctive of

United States practice have been replaced by those which are typical in
Canada. The present edition includes
the changes introduced by the Canada
Corporations Act of 1965.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: BASIC CONCEPTS
Earl A. Spiller
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd.,
Homewood, Ill., 1966, 650 pp., $11.35.
Designed primarily for a one - semester
course at the M.B.A. level, it emphasizes the concepts needed in analyzing
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financial statements. The text is organ ized in three sections: Fundamental
Concepts and Procedures, Further Aspects of Financial Measurement, .Accounting Analysis and Control.
B1

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND CONTROL
Lawrence L. Vance and Russell Taussig
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 383
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017,
revised edition, 1966, 783 pp., $9.95.
The text is designed for a first college level course in accounting. The empha-

sis is on basic principles and concepts,
and the managerial uses of accounting
information. This edition includes additional assignments, new chapters on responsibility accounting, capital budgeting and funds and cash -flow analysis.

COST CONTROL AND THE SUPERVISOR
American Management Association,
Inc., 135 West 50th Street, New York,
N. Y. 10019, 1966, clothbound, s D R pp.,
$6.00.

This volume contains selected articles
from Supervisory Management magazine on a broad variety of techniques
and methods applicable by the supervisor.

ACCOUNTING FOR DECISIONS: A BUSINESS GAME
William J. Bruns Jr.
The Macmillan Co., 60 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10011, 1966, $2.95.

The material contains a booklet with

the information for participants and a
set of worksheets. The problem requires
decisions about the operations of a company as well as analyses and accounting
reports.

DATA PROCESSING FOR THE SMALL BUSINESS
Byron L. Carter
Macfadden- Bartell Corp., 205 E. 42nd
St., New York, N. Y . 10017, 1966,
pocketbook, 190 pp., $.95.

The book is designed to help the reader
appraise the practical advantages of
EDP. It also clarifies basic concepts
and processing routines.

GOLD AND THE AMERICAN BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
Ian Shannon
Henry Regnery Co., 14 E. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill., 1966, pocketbook, 150 pp., $1.45.
62

The book is concerned with finding the
appropriate monetary policies through
a study of the broader requirements of
the world economy.
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DIRECT COSTING: UNA MODERNA
TECNICA DI RILEVAZIONE E CONTROLLO
DEI COSTI AZIENDALI
Paolo Occhipinti
Etas Kompass S.p.A. Via Mantegna 6,
Milano, Italy, 1966, 400 pp.
A comprehensive exposition of direct

costing and its applications. The emphasis is on the related cost analyses and
reporting for use in decision making.

MANAGING WITH EDP: A LOOK AT THE STATE OF THE ART
M. Valliant Higginson
American Management Association,
Inc., 135 West 50th St., New York,
N.Y. 10020, 1965, 111 pp., $9.00.
Published as AMA Research Study 71,
the report focuses on the use of com-

puter information in the process of industrial management. It is based on numerous interviews with specialists in the
field and company responses to a survey questionnaire. The study is, however, as much conceptual as factual.

PURCHASING AND EDP
A. E. Kollios and Joseph Stempel
American Management Association,
Inc., 135 West 50th St., New York,
A'. Y . 10019, 1966, paperbound, 128
pp., $6.00.
Various aspects of design and imple-

ment ation of an EDP system for purchasing are discussed. The ASD integrated automated procurement system
is then described in detail to demonstrate
how such a system works and to give
the reader a frame of reference.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SURVIVAL OF THE FIRM
John McLaughlin
Dow Jones- Irwin, Inc., 1818 Ridge Rd.,
Homewood, Ill. 60430, 1966, 272 pp.,
$6.50.
This book is organized into three parts.
The first examines the potential effects
of the machine in the promotion of eco-

nomic efficiency. The second part takes
a microscopic view of enterprise and
discusses the penetration of technology
into the business world. Finally, Part III
joins the two themes in order to forecast future trends.

TECHNIQUES FOR BUYING, SELLING AND MERGING BUSINESSES
Charles A. Scharf
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., 07632, 1964, 258 pp., $17.95.
The book covers all the phases of the
acquisition process, the initial planning,
the choice of a particular buyer or seller,
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the negotiation, preparation of th e
tailed contract, the closing, and
methods of integrating the buyer
seller. The coordinated effort of
businessman, the lawyer and the
countant is emphasized.

dethe
and
the
ac63

(Continued from inside front cover)

servative methods of accounting for
exploration costs:
1. Better matching of revenues
and costs.
2. Better basis for. recovery of
cost under cost type regulation.
3. More revealing financial statements.
Whether full cost accounting in
theory results in a proper matching
of revenues and costs is debatable;
the matching principle pertains only
to revenues and costs between which
there is a causal relationship, and this
appears to be lacking insofar as nonproductive exploration costs are concerned. However, if the theory of full
costing is accepted, apparently a perfect matching would occur if, over the
entire life of a company, total costs
were prorated equally to each unit of
production.
In the authors' illustrative example,
this would mean that each barrel of
production should ideally bear a cost
of $2.20, resulting in a profit of 80¢
per barrel. It is interesting to note that
in the example such a result is more
nearly obtained under the conventional accounting method (Method
II) than under the full costing method.
The possibility that adoption of full
cost accounting would result in any
real benefit to producers from the
standpoint of gas price regulation
appears remote. In each area rate
proceeding to date, the producers
have sponsored expert witnesses and
voluminous testimony relating to the
cost of finding and producing gas. It
seems doubtful that a mere change
in accounting method would prove
64

more convincing to the Federal Power
Commission. Moreover, I have difficulty in reconciling the inconsistency
between the positions that Internal
Revenue
Service
considerations
should not influence financial accounting methods employed, but that
FPC aspects are important factors to
be considered.
The illustrative example was
claimed to show that full cost accounting results in more meaningful
financial statements because:
1. Reported earnings will reflect
a company's bad luck sooner
than under other accounting
methods,
2. Companies which are not doing
exploration work, but simply
producing from reserves discovered in previous years, will
be prevented from reporting
"exorbitant" profits.
The second contention does not
seem to be a valid consideration since
it deals with a company in liquidation, whereas accounting principles
generally and full costing in particular are based upon the going concern
concept. Furthermore, the apparent
truth of the first contention is also due
to the liquidation aspect of the example. For a company with the relatively stable or increasing level of
operations, changes in operating successes are more clearly and currently
reflected under the conventional accounting method of expensing nonproductive exploration costs, since the
costs of unsuccessful efforts are immediately reflected in current period
earnings rather than being deferred
to subsequent periods.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

Furthermore, balance sheet presentation under conventional accounting procedures is more indicative of
operational results than when full
costing is used. For instance, analysis
of the full costing example reveals
that capitalized investment would increase substantially in the third year
even. though there was a large net decrease in recoverable reserves. Accordingly, I cannot agree that the illustration demonstrates fairly that full
costing results in financial statements
that are more revealing to management and investors. When all facts
are considered, the opposite conclusion seems more logical.
F. J. Saathoff
.Assistant Manager
Corporate Accounting Division
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)
Chicago, Ill.

► Fringe Benefits Are Labor Costs
To the Editor:

I am not certain how Mr. Hicks
would appropriately reflect fringe benefits in the accounts. Inclusion of
fringe benefits in overhead accounts
and distribution to cost centers does
not necessarily indicate "operating efficiency" or provide an "appraisal of
performance."
Since the fringe package is actually
a cost of labor, I would like to see all
fringe costs included in the labor cost
— whether it be direct or service labor. Management is usually not aware
of the "real cost" of particular labor
and may have a considerably different
attitude about the allocation of financial resources if this information were
available.
The only drawback I can see to recording the entire cost for labor would
be the merging of part variable and
part fixed costs, thereby obscuring the
variability of costs for planning purposes.
Finally, Mr. Hicks indicates that
both the value and cost of benefits
should be communicated throughout
the organization. While the cost of
fringe benefits may be determined,
their value is impossible of determination. On the other hand, the value of
the entire package of labor (wage or
salary plus fringe) may be determinable. The value of a particular group
of labor to the firm is the opportunity
cost of that labor (i.e.. the cost of the
alternative to that particular group of
labor — additional equipment or contracted services).

The article by Mr. J. Robert Hicks,
"The Costs of Employee Benefits"
(March 1967), should cause some
calculating of employee benefits to be
done; in many companies. In closing,
Mr. Hicks cited four points for further consideration. Two of these
points are:
3. The distribution of the costs is
necessary for operating efficiency, appraisal of performance and appropriate reflection in accounts.
Howard DeLand
4. Both the value and cost of benLybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
efits should be communicated
Syracuse, N. Y.
throughout the organization.
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